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SNITTERTON,

April 1979

DERBYSHIRE

by Peter F. Ryder

ABSTRACT.

A licele known cave sysceo lie. in do1o=ice. between t~ lava horizons in ~~e
carboniferous Limestone. west ot Matlock. The .ys te~ is parcly a labyrinth
ceveloped alonq joints. and partly a st.eply dippinq bedding cave. S=Oked initials
~ly visits by lead miners in the 16th century.

The initial fact that aroused interest in Brightg'ate Cave ar.longst mem.be!"s
of the 'Moldywarps Speleological Group was that it a~peared in 'Caves of
Derbyshire' (Ford, 1974, p . 2£tl without a leng'th being ascribed to it . In
the course of three visits the system was thoroughly examined and surveyed,
proving to be an extensive and in placed intricate phreatic cave, unusual
for the area in that it is all "natural
unmodified by mininq .
The cave was first entered in modern times in December 1965 by a party of
cavers including L . Hurt (196£tl who chronicled the initial ex~lo ration . The
Entrance Chamber was entered after a little boulder moving, but entry to the
Labyrinth Series beneath, and the remainder of. t~e cave, only came after
another thirteen months of sporadic digging by L. Hurt and his colleagues.
Situation
The cave entrance is situated at SK 265599 amongst boulders at the foot of
a low crag at the head of Northern Dale, about one mile rlue south of the village
of Wens ley. It is best approached, with permission, from Bri gh t~ate Fa~ on
Bonsall Lane, by crossing one field to the head of the narro...• dry valley and
contouring round to the east below a small wooded crag, to the cave entrance
at the same level a few hundred feet beyond at about 920 ft (276 ml above sea
level.
The cave system is develope c in dolo~itized limestones of the Matlock Group,
Carboniferous Limestone. These lie between the Upper and Lowe r Lavas (loca lly
called toadstones) and they dip northwards at about 200 . eeddina planes in
the cave ' probably represent washed-o·ut wayboard clays (thi n volcanic ash l aye rs 1 .
The geological situation is thus similar to the Jug Holes system about a mile to
the east .
Description of the Cave (Fig . 1)
The entrance is a drop through loose boulders, rece ntly rearranged in the
interests of safety, into the Entrance Chamber, 20 ft long anrl 8 ft wice, with
its bedding roof slanting down from right to left (northwards ). The whole cave
is developed in limestones dipping northwards at around 300 , the influence of
the dip being apparent in the passage cross-sections everywhere . On the righ t
of the chamber a narrow joint passa~e runs up-dip for 20 ft, endina too tight.
At the far end of the chamber a fe·.... feet of bedding passage continue the line
of the chamber along the strike, to end in a choke.
An excavated shaft in the chAmber floor drops 12 ft and 1s an easy climb to
a junction . To the right a low tubular passage descends to end in an impassable
slot only a few feet fro~ the decorated qrottoes at the head of Skid Row, in
the lowe!" reaches of the cave. To the left a tall but narrow, phreaticallyenlarqec joint only passable as a sideways crawl at floor level, runs away
down- dip to a sharp left turn, and another narrow section, to the first of the
complex junctions o f the Labyrinth.
The L~byrinth consists of a complex of intersecting tilted rifts, best
understood with the aid of the survey (which shows a plan of the passages at
floor level). The whole maze is contained within an area approximately 50 ft
square, but despite this contains ove r 300 ft of passage. The series, a~art
from its being in a dipping bed of limestone, bears a close resemblance to the
more extensive phreatic cross rift systems in the Yoredale limestones of North
Yorkshire, such as Devis Hole Mine Cave and ~indegg Mine Cave rns (Ryder, 1975).
One major rift passage running east-west across the Labyrin th shows a pronounced
enlargement on a bedding plane 12 ft above floor level. The saMe beddin ~ plane
is responsible for the roofs of the Ent r ance Chamber and most of the cave below
the Labyrinth. At its western end the upper section of this rift enlarge s into
a small ch~~er contai ning some lame stalagmite bosses.
At its opposite, easte rn, end this rift ends in a 'T'-junct ion with a l arger
passage running up- a nd down- dip , named Skid Row from its slippery stalagmite
floor . Up- dip, to the r ight, the passage ends in a series of small passaqes
and grottoes, heavily e nc r ustei'. with rather "dead" formati o ns. These passaqes
ter~lnate only a few feet f!"om the choked bedrling plane at the ani' of the
Entrance Chamber.
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BRIGHTGATE CAVE, Tear sall, Derb yshir e

Peter Ryde r

rs'
1. Form ation Cave rn, looki ng east, with 18th centu ry mine
inscr iptio ns on the roof.

2. The final passa ge just below the 1538 inscr iptio n show ing
the sandy fill .
3

Going down-dip, Skid Row enlarqes into a wide bouldery passage , showing
collapse modification, before dropping through boulders into Formation Cavern,
a wide and well-decorated chamber developed on the inclined bedding. To the
west here a tubular passage runs back along the strike and opens into an 8 ft
high chamber, with several narrow rifts to the left running back into the
Labyrinth. Straight ahead the passaqe lowers to the ~est Bedding Cave, a low
crawl in the main bedding plane . ~eyond a constriction this enlarges a little,
the bedding continuing up-dip to the left, but apparently impassably low, with
a solid rock floor. The passage ends in a little soily chamber with a good
draught which indicates its proximity to the surface. This seems the most
likely point for miners to have entererl the cave , although the earthy collapse
is not obviously recent.
The main cave beyond Formation Cavern runs north- east , diaqonally down- dip,
past massive stalagmite flows on the right into a wide sandy cavern where
sandy fill is much in evidence. Up- dip from here an ascending crawl ends where
the bedding closes amongst calcite flows and dried up crystal pools . Positive
evidence of a previous explorer is fo~~d here in the form of a blackened skeleton,
partly calcited over, apparently that of a dog, which reposes between two boulders
in the centre of the chamber floor.
At its lower end the cavern contracts to a descending passaqe, ending in a
squeeze down into constricted choked fissures, where the fill takes on a more
clayey consistency. The heavy calciting of the upper sections of the system is
noticeably absent in this region. On the left of this passage, 3 ft above floor
level, a very narrow tube leads off, which on the afternoon of 11 . 9.7A was
issuing a powerful draught, but at the same time of day a week later was
draughting inwards quite noticeably. The first few feet of this tube are very
tight and awkward, but beyond this it enlarges, to end in a constriction through
which a pool, with a small aven above, could be glimpsed; this aven breaks up
through the bedding which controls so much of the cave development, so that this
is stratigraphically the hiqhest point in the system . Hammering here allowed
a better look at the aven , which proved to close upwards to an impassable slot,
though taking the draught; this is another point which must be very close to
the surface, or perhaps to old mine workings.
Miners ' Inscriptions
The system below the dug- out shaft from the Entrance Chamber has been
examined in the past by lead miners, as blO smoked inscr19tions on the slopinq
bedding roof show. In Formation Caven. are a group of initials, some with dates ;
'wL1766', 'WM~ 'SAD P.: 174,,', an:i'A . Alsoo, 179a~ the last beine accompanied' by
'wtNSLEY' . Lower down the cave, above the entrance to the final choked passage,
is the rather faint inscription '2 . 0 . 1536' . At first sight this seems rather
unlikely, but comparison with nearby recent smokings suggests that it is 1n
fact of some antiquity. The use of arabic numerals in this country did become
widespread in the 16th century, appearing in the dates of English coins from
1551 onwards. Documentary sources which refer to mines in ~~e area working in
the later 16th century were quoted by Kirkham (1962), therefore the date may
in fact be authentic.
The miners do not seem to have made any actual modifications to the cave,
which sho·.... s no evidence of Mineralisation . Some excavation of small amounts
of fill from choked passages at the lower end of the system probably results
from the attention of cavers in recent years. The dog's skeleton appears to
be of considerable age, and may be associate~ '... ith miners' visits to the cave
between the 16th and 18th centuries.
The total length of passage surveyed in the cave is l,Oao ft (329 m), descending
to a depth of 85 ft (29 m) below the entrance . The pOSition of the cave, at the
head of a valley side , and only just below the local plateau surface, suggests
that it is of considerable age.

Fore!, T,D.
1974 Caves or Derbljshlre, oaleacan, Clapham, 'torks .
Burt, L. 1968 Briqhtqate Caverns. British Caver, vol. 48, pp . 19-2l.
XirkhAm, N. 1962 Tearsall and Daletield Souqhs. Bull. Peak Dist: . Mines Hist . SOc . , vol. 1,
no. 6, pp. 3-14.
Ryder, P.T. 1975 Phreatic network caves in the Swaledale area . Trans. Brit: . Cave Res.

Assoc., vol. 2, no . 4, pp . 177-192.
HS Raeetvee! 26th February,

1979

Peter F. Ryder,

147 He&vygate Road,
She!Uele!.
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ROPE~

by Brian Paul Hindle

Analysis of pitch lengths in the northern Pennines can b.
optimU= length f o r caving ladders, with a view to r educir4
carried , whether ~re than o ne l e ngth of lac:kl.er is needed,
of different lengths are required. Similar techniques can
rope lengths.

A.

used to det~ine · the
t he a ~unt of waste l ad~er
and, i f so. what proportions
be applied to the choice o f

LADDER.<>

It is still generally accepted that 25 feet is the standarrl length for caving
ladders. This length was presumably userl originally as it was a convenient
imperial length (i.e. \ of 100 ft) and ~as the largest length of r ope ladder
that could be coiled eaSily and carried comfortably. Nowadays there would
appear to be no particular justification for the 25 ft ladder and this length
may well be an anachronism. Furthermore, although the present writer is no
lover of metrication, it is at least logical that we should think about metric
ladder lengths. This whole topic is of some importance to those who make ladders,
whether they are individual clubs or comrrtercial firms, as ·...ell as beinq
important to cavers who carry around underground substantial lengths of ladder
which are not used on a particular trio.
The first question to be asked is whether it is possible to standardise on
a single most useful ladder length, or whether two lengths or mo re are needed.
In a previous article on the subject , D.P . Creedy (1970) looked at the
distribution of pitch lengths in the northern Pennines in order to see how many
of each of his standard ladder l engths (15, 30 and 50 feet ) would be needed
for a basic tackle ~tore. It is perhaps more useful to l ook again at the pitch
lengths in order to decide first what ladder length (or lengths ) to adopt, and
seconq if more than one length is contemplated , what proportions of different
ladder lengths are needed. The question of rung spacing is irrelevant: the
choice between . 10 and 12 inches (25 cm and 30 cm) is based on a mixture of
personal preference and club tra dition (and cost ~ ) and any lenqth o f ladder
(metric or i mperial ) can be made with either spacing e ven if the ladder h as t o
be made a little longer as a conse9.uence. Such lengthenin~ may prove a po siti ve
advantage as will be seen later. A so- called 10 metre l adder with 10 inches
spacing is 33 ft 4 inches ( 40 rungs ) and with 12 inche s spa cing , exactly 33 ft.
In all calculatio ns here it is ass~ed that a 10 m ladder is 33 f t, and a 5 m
ladder exactly half that length (tho ugh it would be 16 ft 8 i nche s with 10 inch es
spacing or 17 ft with 12 inches spacing) .
We are now more fortunate in having the f u ller lis t s of pitch l eng ths in D.
Brooks et ~l.'s Nortnezn C ~ v es and vo lumes 1- 4 have be en used t o co~ pile Figure 1
and Table 1 below. The who le exercise has been c arried out in i mp eria l unit s,
as the guidebooks almost alway s use a vertical i nterval in mu ltiple s o f 5 f e et.
All potholes req uiring a t o tal of less than a n arb i tr ary l i mit o f 100 ft of
ladder have been ignored, thus co ncentr a ting on the di s tribution of pi tch leng t h s
in pothole s requiring more t a ckle: smaller hol e s can be l addered ~it hout havi n~
to worry too much abo ut being o ver - burde ned . There are only nine pi tches o f
over 200 ft and these are omitted from the graph .
Creedy noted a high frequency o f 30 ft pit ches fr om his mo re li mi t ed data but in Figure 1 a nd Table 1, it is clear that the peak is 25 ft, with 30 f t
pitches being very little mor e common than would be e xpected. On the o th er
hand, there are f a r more 50 and 60 ft oitches a nd f a r fewer 45, 55 and 65 ft
pit.c hes than wou l d be expected ; the four poin t running mean g ives s ome i d ea o f
the pitch leng t h s that ough t t o occur if t he d istri butio n o f p i:ch le ng t h s wa s
more 'no r ma l ' (not using that wo rd in the strict s tati s tical sense ) . One must
immedi a tely a sk whether the data t hemsel ve s a r e reli a ble - or have p itches
lengths been r o unded up t o the ne a rest 10 f t i nte r va l? From per sonal knowledge,
this s eems unl i kely , f o r one d oes no t often f i nd oneself at t he bo t tom of 50
or 60 ft p itc hes wi th sub sta nti a l leng t h s o f l adder (i .e . in excess of 5 tt)
in a heap o n the f loo r . We mus t a s s ume , howe ver , t ha t pitch l enaths have been
r o und ed up t o t he next 5 ft, and t ha t very f ew pi t che s are longe r than stated,
t ho ugh man y a r e s horte r. This r ounrli n ~ p r ocess also occur s on many cave surveys;
in the quidebooks a 25 ft pi t ch mean s one between perhaps 22 and 26 ft .
It is c l e ar t ha t eve n i n t he s e pot holes r equi r ing over 100 f t of ladder , the
maj o r ity o f individua l p i tche s are qui t e small : one- thir d a r e 25 ft o r less,
half a r e 35 f t o r less, and on1v 10\ are ove r lao f t. Thus t he choice of ladder
leng t hs becomes impo r tan t : if one uses only 25 ft ladde r s, it is necessary to
ca rry two ladde r s to rig all pitches from 30 it to 50 ft (36\ of pitches ) with
va r ying amounts of waste ladder which has to be carr ied but not used. Similarly,
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if one standardises at 10 metres (33 tt); one can rig 52\ o f pitches '..,ith one
ladder (assuming one such ladder will suffice for 35 ft :9itches), but there '..,111
be even large r amounts of waste ladder for pitches between 40 ft and 70 ft.
This problem can be quantified by looking at the n~~er of ladders needed for
each pitch length, working out the length of waste ladder, and multiplying this
by the number of pitches of that lenqth which occur in our set of deeper p6tholes;
this is an index of the amount of ladder not used, or ·..,asted. Table 1 ignores
pitches over lao ft, for they account for only 10% of the total, and this
exclusion will not materially affect the calculation, and certainly not f or the
purposes of comparing one set of ladder lengths with another. ~e 5ee that us i ng
only 25 ft ladders gives a 'waste index ' of 4290 whereas~using only 10 m ladders
raises the index to 5983. Our aim ~ust be to 'get this index as low as possible
although there are a number of other considerations.
It is clear therefore that standardising o n a single ladder length, although
convenient, is very wasteful , and that a combination o f two ladder lengths will
be better . Any more than two would lead to confusion; of the two leng ths chosen,
one should be half the length of the other, and both will thus be immediately
distinguishable . If this is not the case, chaos can result. The present
writer's club is currently using a mixture ot 25 ft and 10 m ladders, and f or
those who do not recognise the difference, there is always the danqer , and
i ndeed the st r ong possibility of endin~ up at the final 35 ft pitch with only
a 25 ft ladder, and having to gaze ..,istfully at the unreachable passage below .
A number of possible combinations of ladder length are possible, viz: 20 ft
and 40 ft, 5 rn and 10 m or 15 ft and 30 ft.
I t is of course clearly possible
to continue down to ladder lengths of 5 it and 10 ft which will have no wastage
at all , but this would be ·..,asteful in its own ·.Jay , as this ...ould requ.ire a vast
number of ladders, and in any case there are no 5 ft pitches. Indeed, the
smallest ladder siz e should be available for more than the shortest pitch length,
and as there are so few 10 ft pitches , a 15 ft ladder is the absolute min1~um.
There is much to be said for the 5 metre (1 6.5 ft) ladder , f or it can be used
at a pinch for 20 ft pitches just as two 10 m ladders can be used for a 70 ft
pitch. The wastage indices for these coMhinations are as follows:
TABLE

2

''''aste Index
20 ft and 40 ft
5 m and 10 m (2 ft short on 35 ft and eo ft pitc~esl
5 m and 10 m (also 4 ft short on 20 ft and 70 ft pitches)
IS ft and 30 ft

3415
2632

1494
2310

Clearly the amount o f wastage is reduced as the ladder size is decreased .
The 20/ 40 ft combination suffers from having most of its waste where there
are most pitches (e .g. 25 ft , 50 ft).
The clearest gain, however, is made :. ~y
using 5 m and 10 m ladders and by leaving them about 4 ft short on pitches of
20 and 70 ft (Table 1) . As was stated above, pitches are very unlikely to be
longer than stated, and quite likely to be shorter; furthermore a tape loop
can be fastened to the bottom of the ladder to provide an extra rung if needed.
Alternatively one could make each l ande r one rung longer, as was suggested
earlier.
In the event of there being several 40 - 50 ft pitches in a particular pothole,
it will be much Simpler to fasten together a 5 and a 10 metre ladder outside
the eave to make carrying easier for a small party. A further advantage of this
choice of lengths is that, although met ric, it converts readily to imperial
lengths with which most British cavers are familiar; t hree 10 m ladders make
100 ft (more or less) and a 5 +10 m ladder is 50 ft .
If we accept that the adoption of 5 and 10 metre ladders is the optimum
solution, the next step is to determine how many of eac h are needed. This can
be done by looking at the required ladders for every pitch lenqth fr om 10 ft
to 100 ft (for the moment omittinc longer pitches) and assuminq that ladder
requirements are p r oportional to the number of pitches of each lengt!i given
above. The ratio is one 5 m ladder to every 2 .1 10 m ladders. The correct
ratio for all pitches up to 200 ft is 1 : 2.6, and for pitches of all lengths
(up to 360 ft) 1:2.9. One might settle tor a ratio of t'IIO 5 t:I ladders to every
five 10 m ladders giving a total ladder length in this unit of 60 metres or
200 ft. Two or three such units should Meet the needs of most clubs caving
in the northern Pennines.
A few examples drawn at random from all four volumes o f Northern Caves will
show that this system works fairly well, reducing both the n~er of ladders
and the length of waste ladder. We assune that all the pitches listed are
laddered.
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TABLE

2S ft Ladder s

Po thole

5 • , 10 • Ladder s

NUl:!ber
Requir ed

Waste
( ft )

P e nyq hent Po t

18

70

4

11

Lost Johns NRT

15

78

3

8

Mereq ill Ho l e

13

2S

1

Pastur e Gill Po t

16

65

3

N\lII1ber
Requir ed
5. 10 :n

Waste
(ft)

4.
16 . 5

•
•

13.5

11.9

B ROPES
Some of these techn iques can be used to determ
the optimu m length s of rope wheth er it be for singl e or doubl e lifeli ninq or ine
for
$RT. ~Jastage (i.e. unuse d
rope) is much less of a proble m than with ladde rs.
For
simpl icity it would be
helpf ul t o have ropes of simil ar length s to the ladde
rs
in
use. It might be
thoug ht that a little extra is usefu l for tying on
or
for
belay
ing the lifeli ner :
howev er, in the first instan ce no more than 2 ft ext
that the rope is tied on at waist level ) and in the r a is neede d (beari ng in mind
separ ate belay for the lifeli ner, and certa inly so secon d there ought to be a
1f a doubl e lifeli ne is to be
used . ThUS f or use with 25 ft lande rs, a minimum ro~e
for doubl e lifeli ne ) will suffic e eor 70% of all pitch length of 50 ft (100 ft
es and 100 ft (200 f t ) for
anoth er 20\ of pitch es . This is rathe r a long gap
betwe
en rope length s (espe cially
as a 100 ft (200 ft ) rope has to be used for a 60 ft
pitch
). A 75 ft (150 ft)
rope could be ins e rted, but would only be used for
13\ of pitch es, and the 10 0 ft
(200 ft ) t hen used f or only 7%. The main proble m here
is not '",astag e, but the
over- use of the shorte st rope length : this can be
preve
nted
by using a short er
rope; a t 40 ft ( BO ft ) the rope can still be use
10 metre s (20 m) on 52 \ (assum ing it can be used d f oon 59 \ of all pitch es and at
r 35 ft pitch es ) . Thus the
foll Owing is s ugges ted :
TABLE

..

Rope Leng th (m)
Si ngle
Double

, of pi t ches o n which
lenq th ca n b e us e e

Ratio of rope
1enqth s requir ed

10

20

52

8.7

20

40

26

4.3

30

60

12

2.0

Thus a n appro p ri a t e r a t i o of l e ngths would be 9 : 4
: 2 . Lonqe r ropes c an be
CUt as neede d .
Thi s r atio o f s hor t le ng th s seems r a t he r high,
on e ha s on l y to look at the
pot holes lis t ed above t o s e e t hat l a r ge numbe rs o but
f
s
hor
t r opes are in fact
requir ed (assum ing t h a t a ll pi tc he s a r e lifel i ne d i
f SRT i s not being used ) .
TABLE:

5

Si nqle (Doubl e) Roo. Leng ths recuire d (m )
10"( 20)

20( 40)

] 01 60 )

Penyqh .!'It Po':.

7

3

1

Lost JOMs NRT

6

1

1

Mer.q ill Poole

3

1

3

Pastur e Gill Pot

4

2

Ove r ' ] 0 ( 60)

1

~«o final point s are worth maki n ~1 the
f ir st is t hat r o~e5 s hrink q u i t e
appre ciably after t heir first few trios : 10
- 12\
in plaite d or braid ed ropes ) and lal has been obseshri nkage 1s commo n (es~c1a lly
r ved i n a nylon br aided r ope
used by the prese nt write r . It is thus vital t o ascer
t ain th.'! shr i nkage o f wha t e ve r
rope is to be used befor e all the length s are cut.
With 18\ sh r inkaq e a 100 ft

B

rope becomes 82 ft; it is no joke abseiling down what was thought to be a 100 ft
rope only to run out 18 ft above the floor .
Second, it should always be borne in mind that most pitches were measured
from the lip of the pitch, and not from any bolts or beams ~hich may have been
inserted later; these are usually higher and may cause shortaqe of rope (and
ladder for that matter).
The solution here is to use ·a longer belay, or '.... here
that is not possible, to make sure that rope and ladder do in fact reach the
foot of the pitch, which 1s what this article has been all about.

The author would like to thank Mr. Gustav Dobrzynski, cartographer in the
Geography. university of Salford. for re- drawing the diagram.
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~alker

ABSTRACT
Pilot s tudies usini lichenometry SU9gest tr~t some lime.tone pavements have beln
exposad in ~~e lll .t few decade. while others ~ve been exposed fOI; lit lel. t sllvel;al
hundred yellrs.

Much of the debate about the geocor~hology and soils of limestone pavements
hinge around whether bare limes tone surfaces have always been soil- free since
the last glacia tion or whethe r soil covers have been eroded during the PostGlacial (see, for example, Jones, 1966; Trud~i11 , 1972. Wi lliams, 1966).
Geomorphological observation s of highly eroded , fretted and runne11ed bare
surfaces have been used as evidence for the existence of a former acid soil
cover while striated surfaces have been preserved since glacial times under
calcareous covers (Trudgi11, 1973; Atkinson & Smith, 1976, p. 168- 9). However,
the geomorphological arg~~ent is based upon the observation o f dissected
limestone surfaces existing under acid drift and of si~ilar forms under subaeria-l condi tions . The argwr,ent is that the 1a tter represent exhumerl surfaces,
This is a reasonable argument but if there were a methorl of dating the subaerial
surfaces t hen the argument would be a more concrete one. It is possible that
lichenometry can provide such an independent line of dating evidence.
LICHENOMETRY

AND

THE

ESTABLISHMENT

OF

A CALIBRATION CURVE

The pr i nciple of lichenometry is that, within given, similar conditions, the
size distribueion o f lichen populations will be comparable . The meaSurement
of the diameters of lichens on a known , dated surface can be compared to the
sizes o f lichens on surf aces of ~~known date . Assuming that similar growth
conditions exi se on boeh surfaces the da tes o! the unknown sur face s can be
assessed . The procedure is bes t carried out using a lichen growth curve
deri ved from as many comparable dated surfaces as possible, spanning as wide
a time scale as pos sible . Gravestones, walls of dated buildings and monuments
usually provide s uch surfaces .
In Co. Clare t·....o main sites ·....ere used t o establish a g ro·.... th curve. These
were t he da ted gravestones in Kilfenora chapel and in Xilleany chapel, near
Lisdoonvarna (Fig . 1) . Only limestone gravestones were used . The species
meas ured ·....ere t he '.... hite lichen Lotc.tnora calc.trea which is a foliose, surfaceli ving species a nd a crustose (partially embedded in the surface ) species
·.... hich has so far not been identified but is also in the genus Lecollnoroll. The
fo r me r species o ccurs '' 'icely on walls and lar <;re glacial erratic blocks;
unfo rtunately it doe s not occur ·" idely on the flat ba re pavements of interest.
Here, moistur e retention is minimal and exposure is great . However, while the
latte r (crustose ) species ap~ears to be slower to establish itself and is
absen t from the younger gravestones, it i s widespr ead on the exposed pavements,
though it is scarce ·"here other lichens a r e present. The o r ange lichen
Caloplaca heppi.tna is common on err a t ic boulde rs but was scarce on gravestones
and so ·....as not used in the present study.
The calibration curves for the lichens on the g ravestones at Xilfenora chapel
and Killeany chapel are shown in Figs . 2a and 2b. As can be expected , there
is a ·.... ide scatter of data and, for example, an individual of 9 Ctl\ diameter a t
K11fenora can be of a date from 1880 to 1920 . However , takina t he data bodies
ove rall. lines of definite trends can be drawn and it is the se tre nd lines ·.... hich
have been used in the dating exercise. As can be seen the t·.... o trend l ines a re
not dissimilar for t he two si te s and t herefore these have been amalgamated fo r
the purposes of dating .
In the case of the crustose lichens, the curve is far from comple te and
reterence has t o be made to walls and other objects whe r e the dates are less
precisely known. Howeve r, assumino that the '''alls can be dated using the
Lecanora calcoII r .a curve, then the crustose liche n curve can be ext r apolated.
Clearly, this is far from satisfactory and further work is planned to improve
the validity of this curve .
The use of the curves in their present form mus t be heavily qualified.
Gravestones and ·.... a11s present a variety of surfaces ·.... here ·....ater retention may
be encouraged (horizontal) o r discouraged (vertical) , The walls and boulders
also present a variety of su~faces and are also creviced to a variable extent.
The aspects of the sur!aces varies narked1y. In this paper all the data are
lumped eogether because of the low number ot obse rved sites . In future work
it is hoped that standardisation may be made for each aspect and for creviced ,
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Fig. 2, Calibration curves Crom chapel gravestones.
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flat, hori=ont~l and vertical surfaces, derivLnq data from a large number of
sites .
The spatial scatter of the calibration sites and sites to be dated does not
give rise t o teo much concern L~ this area.
It is in a region dominated by
a moist '....esterly air strea."tI and low relief and therefore mesoclimatic variations
are thought to be ~inL"tIal.
As the lichens grow they may disintegrate in the centre.
This can qive rise
to proble~s in the definition of an individcal.
In this study only integral
individuals have been used . ~ere a foliose lichen is arowina on a surface,
it appears to be able to grow over crustose species (as noted by syers, 1964) .
However, where the crustose species meet they appear to be able only to expand
to the margin of contact with the next individual. Whether continued expansion
and piracy occurs is not :<nown.
Given all . these qualifications and problems, the curves presented are for
the largest entire individuals present on a surface, ass~~ing that these
represent the maxi~um possible growth in the periods available.
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PAVEMENT,

BOULDER

AND

WALL

DATA

The data for pavements, boulders and walls are shown in Fig. 3. The solid
lines represent the extrapolated calibration curves derived from the gravestones
for the two species used .
In this pilot study, the extrapolation assumes linear
growth.
This, in fact, is unlikely and a more detailed study should reveal an
exponential curve, more common in lichen qrowth studies.
Further study should
also be based on extrapolation from before 1870 if possible.
However , from
the data available at the present stage of investig~tion it can be suggested
that most of the walls date from around 150 to 250 years ago, 1.e. bet ...,een
1730 and 1830.
This is in accord with known periods of wall building i n Ireland .
As far as Lecanora calcarea is concerned some o f the glacial erratic boulders
appear exceedingly old with lichens 50 - 70 cm wide.
This is in accord with
a probable exposure date of up to 9,000 years.
However, there is every
possibility that these lichens have become senescent and open, and have been
re- colonised . Thus, · in these cases the method is of dubious value and
extrapolation from the recent is inappropriate.
However, more recently exposed
bedrocks can perhaps be more reliably dated .
Several of the upstanding blocks
on pavements appear to have been uncovered in the last 400 years.
There are two groups of pavement data at around 0 - 30 and 50 - 90 years ago.
These surfaces are runnelled and show etch patterns, with crinoid fossils standinq
proud from the surface.
This is typical of surfaces occurring under acid soils .
The lichen data can be taken as confirmatory evidence for recent soil retreat.
Such retreat can be seen in Fig . 4, where the lichens increase in size away from
the (retreating) vegetation edge .
With the crustose lichens it appears that exposure of the large flat pavements
has been for at least 600 years, given, however, the present difficulties of
establishing a reliable curve for these species.

Fig . 4

Recently exposed pavement.
Lecanora calcarea is the whitest
. lichen present.
Note the
increased lichen size away from
the (presumably re treati n g) soil
edqe below.

DISCU~SION

AND

Fig. 5

Large individuals of Lecanora
calcarea being covered by hinher
plants, notably A chillea
millefolium, Lotu·s corniculatLls
and Galium verum .

CONCLUSIONS

Extrapolation of a lichen time scale established over the last few
hundred years to a more geological post-Glacial time sca le is difficult .
It
is possible that further work on ancient monuments will provide intermediate
data points, though the senescence and recol o nisation of individuals will
probably preclude the construction of a very precise curve . Certainly the lack
of observation s beyond abo ut 500 - 600 yea rs aqo do es n ot mean that there is
evidence for a catastrophic re~ov al of soil cover at this time.
Lichens do
not grow linea rly in size indefinitely and further wo r k should be able to
establish the time limits of the method.
However, it can be deduced f r om the
13

present evidence that the extensive flat pavements have been bare for at least
600 years; glacial erratics have been bare for at least 600 - 800 years. The
·...a11s and chapel building itself at Ki11eany can be dated at 150 - 300 years
ago. Perhaps the most interesting facet of this work is that corroborative
evidence is provided for the runnelled and etched pavements which, on
geomorphological evidence, appear to have been exhumed . Some runnelled
pavements appear to date from 150 - 300 years ago and runnelled and etched
pavements from around 80 and around 20 years ago. The forme r period coincides
with the periods of wall building and such development could have been a
causative factor 1n exhumation. In more recent times there is certainly a
hearsay memory of people, who are now aged between 60 and 80 , of large herds
of goats in the region when they were children. Such herds are now larqely
feral and disbanded , and limited in population size, but larqer herd s in former
tL~es could certainly have contributed to devegetation .
It should also be
noted that some large lichens are presently being covered by highe r plants
(Fig. 5), and this is probably evidence of decreased grazing pressure at the
present day.
Further work on more comparable sites and older sites, together with some
archive work, may provide some of the answers to the remaini nq questions about
the history of the development of the limestone pa vements in the Burren.
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ART

by Alex Hooper

ABSTRACT

No Palaeolithic cave art ill known in the British Isles, despite the oecurrem;. Ilt
seve r al sites in Grellt Britain of mobile Ilrt of this period ilnd the rece:1t extension
no~bw.rdll. IlII far as Rouen in France, of the rllnqe of decocllted cllves.
Traditional
and expec~ntal Qe ~~ods of datinq art in eave. are described.

There are currently near ly two hundred known caves containing art thought
to originate in the Opper Palaeolithic period. Cave art of this date
(appr oximately 35 , 000 - 10,000 yea rs BPj usually depicts animals, human beings
or signs of unknown significance in engravin~, painting. carving or , rarely,
clay modelling (see Breuil (1952); Leroi-Gourhan (1968 ); Sieveking and
Sieveking (1962); and Ocko and Rosenfeld (1967) : references to all caves
mentioned below may be f ound in these works unless otherwise stated).
Mo st of these decorated caves are in south- western France or north- western
Spain, but there are also sites in Portugal, Italy, Sicily, Turkey and southern
Russia . No decor ated caves of this date are known in the British Isles,
although in 1912 Brauil and Sollas (who has recently been posthumously implicated
in the Piltdown Man hoax of earlier this century (s ee Halstead, 1978))
investigated a possibility at Paviland on the Go~e r Peninsula that turned out
to be disappointing: "In western En~land we know of the research ~~dertaken by
Professor Sollas and myself in 1912 to the north of the Bristol Channel . The
only discovery was of some wide red parallel bands in a coastal cave to the
east of Paviland; the age of these cannot be fixed", CRreuil , 1952, p. 25) .
Molleson (1976 ) has reviewed the history of research in Pavlland Cave.
However, ~mobile" Opper Palaeolithic art, engraved on pieces of stone, bone
or ivory, has been found at several archaeological sites in Great Britain, e . g.
Robin Hood's Cave and Pin Hole Cave at Creswell Crags, and Xendrick's Cave,
North wales (Sieveking, 1972). In addition, the known range of prehistoric
decorated caves has in recent years spread northwards - La Grotte MayenneSciences at Saulges, Mayenne (Dams, Dams and Bouillon, 1974) , and Gouy near
Rouen (G raindo r, 1972) were both found in the last ten years - so it does not
seem impossible that a happy discovery miqht one day take place on this side
of the Channel.
The dating of art found on cave walls and floors is a more complicated
procedure than archaeological datin9 generally . It is rare for any particular
work of cave art to be precisely dateable; theref ore, some combination of the
following methods is normally used by prehistorians to put art believed to be
of the Opper Palaeolithic into its relevant chronological context.
(a) The mouth of a cave or of a gallery >,<lithin a cave may be sealed by an
accumulation of debris containing dateable archaeological material. This
material gives an "upper~ (i.e. latest possible) date to the art inside the
cave o r gallery, provided that there is only one entrance, e . q . Marsoulas,
Haute- Garonne.
(b) Dateable archaeological deposits may sometimes cover the decorated walls,
giving an upper date, e.g. Pair- non-Pair, Gironde.
(e) Pieces of rock still holding paint o r engraved lines may have f al len
from the cave wall into dateable archaeological deposits, giving an upper date
to the art, e.g. Angles -s ur- l i Anglin, Vienne .
(d) At many caves there are dateable archaeological sites that are close to
the decorations, but this does not necessarily mean that the people who caused
the archaeological layers were also responsible for the art . It may have been
by artists who did not inhabit the site, or, as at Ossat - les- Eglises, Ari~ge,
there may be evidence of human occupation of the cave from very ancient to very
recent times and there may be little or no~hing to link the art to . any one of
.the periods of occupation .
(e ) Sometimes dateable artefacts are found in close association with the art.
For example, carbonized wood, probably the remains of a torch, dated by radiocarbon methods to 11,860 Be + 740 , was found in the newly discovered decorated
cave of Fontanet, Ari~ge (Clottes and SiMonnet, 1974). Another example of
dating by artefact is give n by the two flint blades found, one on a rock ledqe,
the other on the floor, near to wall engravings of animals in the cave of Le
Tuc d'Audoubert, Ari~ge. The tools were compatible in size with the engraved
lines and were of an Opper Palaeolithic style o f manufactu re.
(f) Cal~ite dripstone may cover t he art or parts of it, e . g. Lascaux .
Dordogne. The extent to which this has taken place may give a r ough indication
of the art's antiquity.
(9) Associated with this last point is the case of Cougnac, Lot, where
stalagmites and stalactites ·.... e r e broken off in an t iquity so that the paintings
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on the walls might be viewed more easily. The speleothems have been reforming
over the broken pieces, thus givin~ an impression of the passage of time since
the breakage .
(h ) Extinct s pecies of animals are depicted in some caves, e.g . mammoth at
aernital, Dordogne. Where it is certain that the picture is not a modern
forgery , this indicates that the artist was practising at the time when the
species was in evidence.
(i ) Sometimes one or more pictures have been superimposed on another and
it is possible to tell which is crior, e.g. Les Combarelles, Dordogne . Breuil
developed his ideas of stylistic evolution of the art partly from using this
method and partly from comparing the styles, techniques and contents of dated
works of art with those of undated examples .
(j ) Comparison between archaeological ly dated mobile art and cave art,
especially if the relevant sites are close to each other , e.g. Altamira and
El Castillo, Santander, where animal engravings on dated bones resemble each
other and also pictures on the walls of both caves, thus givinq a probable
period, i.e. from the Upper Solutrean to the Lower Maadalenian phases of the
Palaeolit~ic.
Another good example of this method is the close similarity
between mobile art from layers dated by radio-carbon to approximately 10,900 BC
at the cave of La Vache and wall art in the nearby cave of Niaux, Ari~ge
(Nougier and Robert, 1976 ) .
(k) Leroi-Gourhan (19 68 ) formulated a hypothesis, to some extent confirmed
by other dating methods, that the artists progressively penetrated the caves
throughout the millenia of the Upper Palaeolithic, i.e . using the cave
thresholds early in the epoch, later placing t he a rt deeper in the caves and
so on until the Middle Magdelenian (approximately 15,000 BP). This process
may have been associated with the gradual development of more efficient
lighting methods, or, perhaps, with some changing religious reqUirement.
(1 ) In 1975 at the cave of Les Fieux, near Miers, Lot, extraneous pieces
o f manganese dioxide (a black pigment) were found in an Upper Palaeolithic
layer in excavations at the cave mouth. This pigment is currently being
chemically and spectrographically compared with black paintings on the walls
inside the cave (F. Champagne - pers. comm.; see Champagne and Espitali~, 1972 ) .
It may eventually be possible to draw useful information concerning the date
of t he wa l l art fr om this comparison.
(m) Almost no experimental work has been published on the pigments of the
paintings in the French and Spanish caves (this is partly due to the authorities'
wish to conserve the art ) . However, for southern African r ock art, Denninger
(1971 ) reports that , by using a method known as "paper chromatography", it ' is
possible to separate out amino acids from paints containing albuminous binders
(i . e. paint binders derived from blood or blood serum). The various ami.no
acids disintegrate at constant rates until , after l,8CO years, the last one
disappears. ObViously, the effective time ranqe of this method i s too restri cted
for the Eu r opean Upper Palaeolithi c paintings, but it does, perhaps, offer
possibi l ities f o r future research, especially as the amount of pigment
destroyed is very small compared to that needed for radio - isoto~e methods of
dating.
(nl It is well known that for relatively recen t paintings on canvas or wood
it 1s s ometimes possible, with the aid of infra-red or ultra-violet lighting,
to see pigments that may not be seen in the "v isible" spectrum . This method
has been t r i ed, notably by Marshack (1975), Collison (1 974 ) and by Collison
and Hooper (1976), for cave a rt, without conclu s ive results f o r the dating of
the art. Fournier was able to ?hotograph fluorescence induced by ultra- violet
light o n the limestone wa lls at La Gr ott e Mayenne - Sciences near Saulges; where
the pigment of a pa inte d animal outline occurred on the limest o ne, the fluor esc ence was inhibited, thus showing an "aura" around the animal image (Hooper,
1977, Fig . 23 ) . This result holds out promise t o r future work, which might
have implications f or the dating o f paintings on limestone.
(0) The pain tings at the cave of Tito Bustillo, Asturias , have been
tentatively ascr ibed to 11 ,300 - 11,200 BP by Creer and Kopper (1 972), using
a method known as ·palaeomag net ic da tina " . Certa i n g eomagnetic variations
reco r ded in the human habitation depos its at the cave mouth, wh ich is some way
from the paintings in the interior , were correlated with part of the geomagne tic
record established for Lake Windermere, England. Of c o urse, the same r e str ic tion s
as in (d) (see above) apply in associating the date ascribed to the threshold
habitation deposits with the a rt deeper i n the cave .
Thus, none of the methods currently 1n use f o r fi xi na t he general time range
for Upper Palaeolithic art can give an absolute da te for its execution. The
approach used by Denninger, in (m) above , offers the one that is pe rhaps most
likely to lead to this end , within the needs of conservation of the a rt inside
the caves. Howe ver , in any give n case , t he hypothesis that the a rt falls
within a stated age range may be sustained, provided tha t the re sults of all
available methods of age assessment point towards this conclusion a nd that
none positively counters it .

1<
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Theories and previous work on solvent motion are reviewed.

Oilute acid was dribbled

down an inclined l~estone surface and it was found that solvent motion was the l~itinq

;~~;:r~!f::~i~~~~!~n~~ea!~o~loP. angles.

Rill flow started to occur above 150

It is 'Hell recognised that solvent motion 1s an important determining factor
as regards the rate of solution of a substance, in that, for example, sti~ring
increases the rate of solution.
This work is an attempt to establish the
relationship between the motion of a solvent over a limestone surface and the
consequent solution of that surface .
If the solubilities of different chemicals are to be compared in the laboratory,
the solvent motion factor is usually kept constant so that it can be excluced
from the calculations.
However, in the natural world, different landforms may
be created by different flow velocities, and so this factor can not be excluded,
(Kaye, 1957, p. 35 ) .
.
The work arises from an apparent conflict between different authors in the
literature, which will be evident in the following account.
Basically , some
think that solvent motion is an important limiting factor affecting the rate
of solution of limestone', whilst others do not think that it is ot importance.
THE

LA~

OF

LIMITING

FACTORS

The law of limiting factors states that when a chemical process depends on
more than one essential condition being favourable. its rate is limited by that
factor which is nearest its minimum value.
Thus in Fig . 1, during the risinq
part of the graph factor x is limitinq. but when the curve flattens out, another
factor is limiting, because this new factor is relatively nearer its minimum
lev el.
The essential conditions or possible limiting factors associated with the
soluti o n of limesto nes have been reviewed by a number of authors.
The factors
of greatest concern are:
(a ) The rate at which individual chemical reactions can take place.
(b ) The rate at which the diffusion of products a'Hay from, or diffusion of
reacta.nts towards the solute face can take place .
There are numero us important parameters affecting both (a) and (b) above. such
as temperature. A temperature increase encourages both an increase in reaction
rate and an increase in diffusion rate .
In most cases, the temperature is
held c o nstant to s a ve complication, but i t should be remembered that it too
c an be a limiting factor, for example, upon the solution of limestones in
a rctic are a s.
Solvent motion is 4 parameter asso ciated with the rate at which diffusion
can take place.
It is t h e main aim of this paper to illustrate the extent to
whi ch so lvent mo ti o n is a limiting factor in the solution of limestones .
It should be noted that in the present paper, the solution of limestone is
considered at the scale of a single limestone exposure , such ~s the sine of
a clint . The limiting factors controlling the solutional erosion of a whole
limestone bas in are much more complex, due to the larger scale of study. For
e xample, Atki n so n a nd Smi th (1976, p. 155 ) stated that "there are only four
fact o r s which affect t h e r a te at which a li mest o ne 1s eroded, if the erosion
i s me a s u red a s an average rate o v er t he who le o f the drai nage b a sin.
They are
the comp osi t i o n a n d res i stance of the r ock i t self (the li t h o l ogical factor),
the amoun t of runo ff fr o m the b a si n , the temperature a nd t he preva i ling levels
o f carbon diox ide " .
I n th i s e xamp l e, s ol vent motion is o nly o ne o f many
pa r ame ters associ a t ed 'Hi th the muc h more comp l ex fact o r, t h e a mo unt of runoff
fr om t h e ba s i n.
LITERATURE

INCOR ? ORATI NG

S IMILAR

STUD IES

Wh il s t it is ack n owl e dg e d in much of t h e literature th a t s o lven t mo tio n is
of i mport ance in dete rmi n ing t h e s olution o f limesto n e , o nly o ne o r two studi e s
have concentrated on this topic in dp.ta il.
Someti mes the f ac t o r is o nly
indi r ectly in f erred as being o f importan ce , a nd i n o the r cases it is not
con side r ed at all .

,.

Kaye (1957) wrote specifically on the ~effect of solvent motion on limestone
solution M • Four exper;ments were carried out to show the effect of increasinc
flow velocity on solution rates: (a) Experiment 1
A simple experiment to show the effect of bubbles of carbon dioxide
splashing solvent, and so increasing the rate of reaction. A calcite
crystal was placed in hydrochloric aCid, and it was observed that bubbles
of carbon dioxide rose to the surface, where they clunq on to the rock
before eventually bursting, and splashing the acid over the crystal surface.
This caused a notch to develop around the surface of the acid, rather like
the motion of a larger scale associated with limestone coasts . The effect
of the bubbles was proved by addinq a wetting agent to the acid, making
the bubbles last longer by increasing the surface tension. Thus they
floated away from the surface of the crystal before burstinc and no
surface notch was observed.
(b) Experi.nl.ent 2
This experiment utilised the fact that slope angle is a parameter
influencing flow velocity. Dilute acid was allowed to flow down smooth
limestone surfaces inclined at different ~ngles, and then the depth of
solution was measured by cutting the block into two, producing a crosssection of the channel which could then be measured. The C~ezy equation
(equation 1) was used to estimate the velocity of the acid from the slope
angle, and so a relationship could be established bebleen a velocity factor
and the depth of solution . Two relationships were obtained, one assuming
laminar flow and the other assuming turbulent flow (Fig . 2).
The Chezy Equation:v -

IRs.

(Equation

C.

1)

s ., the slope
C - the Chezy coefficient

v - the mean velocity
R - the hydraulic radius

(c) Experiment , 3
Hydrochloric acid was piped through holes of known mean diameter in
marble blacks at different velocities. As in experiment 2, a positive
relationship between the amount of solution and the mean velocity was
obtained (so lution measured by the mean diameter of. ~~e hole) .
(d) Experiment 4
The depth of a pit in a rock surface forced by a jet of acid of known
velocity was measured. The depth was found to increase with velocity.
weyl (19581 followed up Kaye·s work by interpreting data from a similar sort
of experiment in terms of limiting factors. Weyl noted that there were four
possible limiting factors in the solution re actio n system when the natural
solvent of carbonic acid was used:(a) The dissociation of calcite at the solid liquid interface into calcium
and carbonate ions:
CaCO) - Ca ++ + C0-3
(b) The reaction between carbonate ions and dissolved carbon
bicarbonate ions;
CO;- + CO (aq) + ,H2 0 - 2HCO;
2
This is actually the result of ) separate equations:
CO;- + ,co 2 (aq) + H2 0 - 2HCO;
+
H + HC0
3

(Equation 2 )
dioxide to f orm
(Equation 3 )
(Equation

4)

(Equation

5)

(£qua tion 6)
(c) If the solution is in contact with a gas phase containing carbon dioxide,
there is an additional reaction;
(Equation 7 )
(d) The transport of the various species through the solution by diffusion
and fluid motion to equalise concentration gradients.
A jet of carbonic acid was applied to limestone, and the r a te of sol u tion
was measured by ~~e depth of the resultinq depression in the rock (results shown
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in Fig. 3. This demonstrates that the rate of sol ution of ca lcite, even at
the h~gh flow velocities used (up to 3.7 m/s) is not limited by t he rate of
dissociation at the solid-liquid interface . To make sure that the removal of
material was all by solution, the experiment was repeated using distilled wate r.
The amount removed decreased pr090rtionally to the decrease in solubility
associated with distilled water. Experiments of similar lo~ic were carried
out to show that steps (b) and (c ) above were also non-limiting at the velocities
used, and thus it was concluded that "the rate of solution of calcite depends
only on the rate of transport of the solute through the solution to equalise
concentration gradients r .
Weyl also considered the work of Gartikov and Pantelva (1937 ) . They rotated
calcite crystals in various solvents at high speeds, and found that whilst
for the most part there was a positive relationship between the velocity and
the amount of solution, the ~ate of solution eventually levelled off. This was
attributed to the slow rate of interaction between water and carbon dioxide
being a limiting factor at this point, but no evidence was presented to suggest
that it was indeed this step that was limiting . It could equally well have been
one of the other to,iO steps «a)" (b)} •
Picknett (1976) stated that the Mrate of solution or de9Qsition depends on two
main processes: .
(al Surface reaction - the release and recombination of calcium and carbonate
ions at the solid surface.
(b) Diffusion - the migration of ions and molecules throuqh the solution towards
or away from the solid surface M.
(Picknett considered Weyl's steps (bl and (c) to proceed at a sufficiently faster
rate than step (a) for them to be of little importance in terms of limiting
factors). To determine which of these two processes li~ited the rate of solution
(or deposition) of calcite, two equations were compared, one for the surface
reaction rate and one for the diffusion rate. The equation for diffusion rate
has a transfer coefficient eKt) and varies for different types of flow . For a
given set of conditions, Picknett compared the rates obtained using the equations
for surface reaction rate, and diffusion rate. Three different values for the
diffusion rate were obtained, each assuming different ' values ot Kt (still water,
streamline flow and turbulent flow) . In all cases it was found t hat the surf ace
reaction rate was lower than the diffusion rate, and thus it was concluded that
solution was limited by the surface reaction rate. This is clearly in conflict
with the results obtained by Kaye and weyl .
Kaaden (1975), working near the Gardasee, related the length of rillenkarren
to slope angle (Fig. 4). There is clearly a maximum lenqth in the region of
50 - 60 degrees.
Heinemann (1977) related the length of lapiez to slope angle at Dachstein
(Fig. 5). He found that there were t·~ peaks in the distribution, one at
about 25 degrees, and the other at about 65 degrees. These were attributed to
two different modes of lapiez formation . The lower peak (25 0 ) represents lapiez
formed on knoll features, while the upper one (65 0 ) represents lapiez forme d on
rock ledges, edges, etc .
Heinemann, Kaaden and Pfeffer (1977), in reviewing the works of Kaaden and
Heinemann mentioned above, concluded that if the longer, or better developed
karren/.lapie% are the result of more intensive solution, then the results show
that the optimal c onditions for solution do not coincide with the steepest slope
angle. Since the velocity of solvents on the surface is controlled to a large
extent by the slope of the surface (Kaye, 1957) then pres~~ably, other limiting
factors are of importance in determining solution of limestone in the a reas
studied .
Newson (1971) noted that, maximum solution in Mendip underground water
systems was not related to the velocity of flow . The highest flow velocities
were to be found in swallet water, whilst t he greatest amo unt of solution was
by the percolation water, which moved very slowly indeed. This ap9arent
conflict with the work of weyl and Kaye was attributed to a higher initial
aggressiveness, and much greater surface area of contact in the percolation
system .
LIMITATIONS

OF

PREVIOUS

WORK

It is suggested that three g roups of wo rk can be identified that arrive at ·
different conclusions as to the effect of solvent motion on solution: (a) Kaye, Weyl
Solvent motion is the limiting factor, and solution is proportional to
the amount of solvent motion.
This work suffers from the small nature of the samples used in determinin g
relati onships . The logic is fine, but one can not really make sweeping
statements on the basis of 3 sample points (in the case of Weyl ) or 4
sample points (in the case of Kaye ) . The significance of this criticism
21

will be illustrated in section 6 when the results o f the experiment
described in section 5 are discussed.
(b) Picknett
Solvent motion is not a limiting factor, and the surface reaction rate
limits the rate of solution.
This work is purely theoretical , and in this respect it suffers,
because it does not take into account the many complicating factors present
in natural systems. Parameters such as foreign ion content, temperature,
solutional disintegration and others are highly variable in natural
systems and their effect may not be apparent 1n a theoretical model. Note,
however, that Roques (1969) developed a method of including the complicating
factors of common ion effects, ionic complexes and salts.
(c) Heinemann, Kaaden
Solvent motion is a limitirtg factor, but there is not a simple relationship between solution and motion, as indicated by their graphs with maxima.
The observed relationship is probably due to there being other limiting
factors as well . This work, unlike the previous two groups, is concerned
with natural limestone environments. In this respect, the authors were
concerned with the landforms resulting from different levels of solvent
motion, but could not explain the results obtained from a theoretical point
of view.
Whilst it is accepted that empirical laboratory studies and theoretical
studies may be limited in their application to the real world, the studies
of Heinemann and Kaaden suffered because of the lack of control available.
Discharge of solvents varies considerably in natural systems, especially
between different climatic zones. From the basic lays of hydraulic
geometry, as outlined by Leopold and Maddock (1953), it is evident that
the velocity of the solvent will vary by a simple power function of the
discharge (v s kom), and so they may have been concerned with a varying
range of velocities. Another important defect in this work is that it
assumes karren and lapiez to be the only landforms representative of
solution. In fact solution may be occurring whe~e . there are no karren or
lapiez. This could be due perhaps to the nature of flow being different,
for example, there may be sheet flow instead of rill-like flow. The
nature of the flow solvent over the rock face will be dependent to a
large extent on the nature of the solvent application to the surface. If
it is supplied by rainfall, falling evenly over the whole surface, then
sheet flow could result. If on the other hand, the solvent reaches the
surface, for example, after dripping from a pOinted rock, then channelled
flow will probably result. Thus the greater presence of Karren in the
middle slope angle range may reflect the fact that there are means whereby
channelled flow can be initiated on such slopes, sheet flow being more
common on slopes of small or large angle.
There are numerous othe r small limitations with such studies of natural
systems, all stemming from the fundamental lack of control. For example,
mechanical erosion may predominate at certain slope angles in the
environment being studied, or there may be particular mineral assemblages
associated 'llith certain slope angle ran~es. The proportion of laminar
and turbulent flow can not be studied easily in such small flows.
Not withstanding these criticisms, such studies are valuable in that
they show relationships between micro- landforms and slope angle on
limestone slopes. However, it is the conclusion implying that lonqer and
deeper karren/lapiez are indicative of greater solution that may be at
fault.
THE

EXPERIMENT

The
t o be
(a )
(b )

following experiment was designed to overcome some of the problems noted
present in previous work in the last section:Discharge 'lias controlled
A l arge number of samples was taken
(c ) Soluti on wa s measured by the concentration of calcium in runoff, rather
than as the develo pment o f a landform .
One o f the independent vari ab l es affecting the velocity of water passing over
a l i me s t one s urface i s the slo pe an gle, and on the basis o f this relationship
it was deci ded t o use slope a nq le as a surrogate measure for velocity.
A b lock o f limest one a pprox i ma te l y 13 x 22 em with a relatively flat surface
was c ho s en fo r t he e xperimen t . The r ock came from the Carboniferous Limestone
Se r ies nea r Peveril Cast l e, Cas tleton , Derbyshire, and had no irreqular mineral
acc umulations wh i c h ma y have affected the results of the experi~ent. Although a
r ock ·..,d t h a r elati ve ly flat surface 'lias c hosen, there were inevitably a few
i rregular iti e s, a nd thes e a r e indi ca te d on t he map of the rock surface in Fig. 6.
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The map •...as compiled by laying a piece of! glass over the rock and tracing the
outlines of features using a chinagraph pencil.
Using two clamp stands and bosses, the rock was held in such a way that it
could be rotated to different surface angles. Solvent was run onto the rock
from a burette held above the point X on Fig. 6 , and the sl ope angle of the
solvent path was measured with an Abney Level to the nearest half-degree.
The solvent used in the experiment was 1\ Hel . This concentration was chosen
after a few initial experiments on the reverse side of the limestone block,
dripping different concentrations of acid onto it. The concentration required
was the one which gave the highest reaction rate, without causing any physically
visible bubbling of CO 2 , As noted above, Kaye found that bubbling of solvent
accentuates the reaction rate due to splashing when the bubbles burst. The
basic chemical reaction involved , in simplified form, is given by equation 8 :
Hel + eaC0 ~ Ca ++ + He0- + Cl
(Equation 8)
3
3
Due to the readiness of HCI to dissoci ate in solution, the system is not
likely to. be limited by the availability of a+ ions which may well be limiting
in natural syst~ ms where H2CO) is the usual solvent - (see steps (a ) and (b )
of Weyl) . The limitations of this chemical SUbstitution are discussed below
in the Problems section.
At the bottom end of the limestone slope, some plasticene was molded into a
point. This was for two reasons: firstly, to prevent solvent running
underneath the rock which it would have done at the lower slope angles, and,
secondly, to direct the acid into a beaker; (otherwis e a beaker of 12 cm
diameter would have been used). A 50 ml beaker was used to collect the solvent.
Fig. 7 shows the experimental apparatus used.
To measure the amount of solution , a standard EOTA titration technique was
used, testing for calcium concentrat ions in 50 ml samples. It is recognised
that solution of other mineral s such as dolomite may also be of importance,
but these were not tested for in case they complicated the picture.
For each run, 50 ml of acid was run over the limestone. Although discharge
decreased from the beginning to the end of the run , due to the lowerin~ head
of acid in the burette, the rate of change of discharge and the initial
discharge were kept constant by ensuring that:
(a) the burette tap was open to exactly the' same position for each run,
& (b ) the end of the burette was the same height above the surface of the r oc k
in each run (0 .5 em).
A range of slope angles was selected for study, such that data was collected
for each 50 class between 0 0 and 900 (i.e. 18 different slope angles were used ) .
For each slope angle, 10 runs were made, and the mean calcium content was
determined for each slope angle. Thus, in total, 180 titrations were carried
out.
It was recognised that the surface area for reaction varied considerably
between different angle categories, mainly in terms of channel width variations
between different runs . For this reason, a reco rd of channel shape '... as made
for each slope angle. The channel shape did not vary significantly between
different runs of the same slope angle, and it was recorded by tracing onto a
piece of glass laid over the rock, supported by p lasticene pedestals. The
channel plans for each slope angle are illustrated in Fig. 16. The area of
each channel pattern was estimated using a square-counting technique.
EXPF.RIMENTAL

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the calcium concentration in millimoles per litre, and the
surface area for reaction at each of the slope angles studied.
The average velocity of the solvent was to be used as an indication of solvent
motion . As Kaye points out, it is very difficult actually to measure the
velocity in such small channels. He used the Chezy equation (Equation 1) to
estimate a velocity factor, but in the present study, Manning's Equation
(Equation 9) was used because this is more widely used:
Manning's Equation:v _ 4 . 875 RO. 667 sO . 5
(Equa tion 9 )
n

v - mean velocity
v _ mean velocity
s • slope
R - hydraulic rad ius
n - Manning's n
Clearly, before this equation can be used for estimating the average velocity,
the hydraulic radius and Manning's n have to be estimated . Note, due to the
very high slope angles used, the sine of the angle was used for s rather than
the conventional tangent used f or low slope angles. For R, the hydraulic radi us
to be obtained, the ave rage width and depth of the channel must be estimated
(see Table 1 ) by the length of the channel . The length of the channel varied
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1

TABLE

Slope angle

(0,

Calcium concentration (millimoles/litre)

,•

Surfaee are .. (ct!h

'"

12.5
17

61 . 0)

100)

60.71

'"

60.71

850

27.22

747

23.16

27.5

"

89'

28.39

32 . 5

850

30.97

38

871

26.97

43

74'

lS.Sa

47 . S

75J

1S.42

53

760

14.71

57 . 5

744

14.71

6J

80s

14 . 65

"

662

13. S5

72

'97

12.77

78 . 5

'84

12.32

8J

'"

11.68

89 . 5

'"

9.55

between different slope angles and between different parts of the same channel
at low slope angles. The length of such channels was estimated by taking the
average length of the major routeways in the channel. The depth of the channel
was estimated to be 0.1 em in all cases. This is clearly a rash assumption,
since it will certainly vary slightly between different ~hannels. However, on
the basis of experimental work done for a different project, applying Leopold
and Maddock-type hydraulic geometry equations, the channel depth was found to
be fairly constant at different slope angles, and approximated 0 . 1 em for the
discharge levels used in the present experiment. Changes of velocity are more
likely to be accommodated by width adjustment than by depth adjustment in such
unconfined channels , and thus the depth will depend more on properties such as
the surface tension of the solvent.
Experimental values of Manning's n va.ry from about 0 .01 for smooth metal
surfaces to 0.06 for natural channels with many rocks and protuberances or
irregular alignment. A value of 0.02 was assumed for this experiment . This
i s a slightly sub j ective estimation, but such estimations have to be used
whenever Manning's equation is utilised.
Table 2 shows values of slope length, stream width, hydraulic r adius, and
ve locity as estimated using Manning's equation for each sample slope angle.
2

TABLE

Slo pe .nqle (0 ,

Slope lenqth ( 01

Sue-= width (01

Hydraulic

Radi~

velocity (em/sl

•

15.48

3. 95

0.095

13.400

15.48

3.92

Q.09.S

18.9JO

12 .S

15.48

3. 92

0.095

23.606

17

1S.50

1.76

0.090

26 . 458

22

15.50

1 . 49

0.088

29.502

27 . 5

15.10

1.88

0.090

33.253

32.5

15.10

2.05

0.091

36.127

38

15.10

1.79

0 .090

38.393

4l

14 .70

1. 26

0.086

39.198

47.S

14.70

1. 05

0.084

40.123

"

14 . 70

1.00

0 . 083

41. 415

57.5

14 .70

1.00

0 . 083

42. 559

61

14.70

1.00

0.083

43 . 75 3

"72

14. 00

0 . 97

0.083

44.802

14.00
14.00

0 . 91
0.88

0. 082
0.082

44 .851

78.5

45.509

8J

14 .00

0.83

0.081

45. 433

89.5

14.00

0.68

0.077

44.096
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The calcium concentrations o btained in Table 1 show the amount of calcium
during the time taken for the solvent to pass over the rock at the
velocity of the particular run in ouestion' 2 To convert t .hese fl~ures to a rate
of solution in millimoles per second per em , equation 10 was used:
disso~ved

r _

v. C.
20. L A.

(Equation 10)

C

r - rate of solution in millimoles
per second per cm 2
v ~ velocity in em.s - l

calcium concentration in millimoles
per litre
1 s length of channel in em .
A - area of channel in cm2
Values obtained for r are shown i .n Table 3.
s

3

TABLE

Slope "",,1.

(0,

2
Rate of solution (mi1limo1.s/s/cm )

0.697
1.010
1. 236
2.665
3. 071
3.476
2.986
4.107
5.363
6.664
7.276
7.318
8.178
7. 819
9.993
10.340
11 . 056
16 . 102

4

•

12.5
17

"27.5
32.5
3.
4J

47.5
53

57.5
6J

.9
12

78.5
.3

89.5

Fig. 8 shows the relationship between slope and velocity, indicating the
extent to which velocity 15 represented by slope. For the most part there
is a steady increase in velocity with increasing slope , but after about 65 o
the increase lessens, until about 78 0 , when there is actually a slight decrease
of velocity with increasing slope. This flattening out and decline is due to
the hydraulic radius decreasing at the hiqher angles.
In Fio. 9 the curve
drawn in Fig . 8 is compared ·... ith the curve that would result if there was sheet
flow. When the channel tends towards a very large width, as in sheet flow, the
hydraulic radius tends towards the mean depth . Thus the equation of the curve
for sheet flow is given by equation 11:
4.875 0.10 . 667 5°·5

(Equation 11 )
0.02
v ~ mean velocity of sheet flow
s - slope
At higher an~les the experimental curve drops below the one for sheet flow,
indicating a fall in hydrau lic radius (i .e. a change from sheet flow to rilled
flow). This is observable in the channel ~lans of appendix A. One would
expect karren formation to be ~re pronounced where rill formation is found.
Thus, on the basis of Pig. 9. one would not expect karren to be formed on slopes
below about 300 and that thei r development should be more pronounced with
increasing slope angle above this, reaching a maximum value on 900 slopes. This
is clearly at odds with the evidence provided by Kaaden fr om the Gardasee. where
there was a maximum at about 600 , and karren also formed on slopes of very low
angle. However , it should be remembered that in the natural environment the
solvent may not be applied to the rock in the form of concentrated dripping,
but rather from rain spread evenly over the surface. It is possible that in the
latter case the hydraulie radius may rise again at very high angles at the
Garda.ee, t o give ~aaden's maximum at 600 . The presence of sheet flow at very
v -

,.

high angles when ~~e solvent is spread evenly over the surface can only be
verified by further experiment, perhaps using a spray to ap?ly the acic, rather
than a burette. It should be reme~ered, however, that ~~e lower karren
formation at high angles might not be due to chanqes in hydraulic radius at
all, but rather , due to velocity ceasin~ to be a limiting factor for solution
on the very steep slopes.
Fig. 10 shows the relationship between velocity and the rate of solution, for
comparison with Weyl 's and Kaye's ~raphs. k~ ap?roximate best- fit curve is
drawn in the figure . This is not a calculated regression line because the
function is too complex for the usual re~ression procedures to be used . The
graph would suggest that velo city is the limiting factor for solution rate,
since there is a strong positive rel ationship bet·..,een the t·..,o variables.
It is interesting to note that in Fiq. 10 , the curve is almost asymptotic to
a point on the x- axis (about 46 em/s). This is in fact quite impOSSible ,
because it would mean that at higher velocities , the solution rate would be
infinite. Thus it is suggested that at higher velocity values the curve's
gradient decreases, (and flattens out if another limiting factor apgea rs),
giving a sigmoid shape to the c urve (Fl~ . 11) . To verify the nature of this
curve. experiments must be done at much higher discharqes, ~iving higher
Velocities. Kaye was concerned with much higher velocities, and it is in terest ing
to note that his straight line relationshi91 obtained with three sample ?oints ,
may not in fact be one, if the curve is of sigmOid shape (Fig . 12). This
illustrates the importance of a large number of samples in such an analysis.
Fig. 13 shows the relationship between slope angle and =ate of solution.
This can be compared with t he gra?hs obtained by Kaaden and Heinemann. Clearly ,
for the range of velocities under consideration , there is a hlaxim~~ at 90° .
However , it is interes t ing to note that there are subsidiary maxima at
app r oximateiy 25 0 and 65 0 , corresponding almost exactly with those obtained by
Heinemann. On the basis of this evidence, it is suggested that at Dachstein,
where Heinemann ·..,as working, the velocities ' on slopes steeper than 72 0 were
sufficiently great for other limiting factors to start influencing the system,
and thus decreasing the probability of lapiez forming on very steep slopes (Fig.
14). However. the reason for there being two maxL~a is not clear. Some
tentative suggestions w~re made in section 4 (c) above, but on t~e basis of the
present experiment the following are su~gested :
0
. (a) The 60-6 5 peak
This could result from a tendancy for the solvent to form rills in
this ranqe of slooe angles, for ·... hich , . some evidence is provided by
Fig. 9 (for karren and lapiez). Also, above a critical slope an~le,
velocity may cease to be limiting at the discharge levels experienced
in the field.
Obl The 25_300 peak
This is only associated with lapiez formed on knoll-like features.
The formation of these could well be bette r when there is sheet flow,
lapping around such ~~olls . Fig. 9 sugqests that sheet :low is more
common on slopes of lower angle .
PROBLEMS

WITH

THE

APPROACH

~~D

?OSSIBL~

MODIFI~~TIONS

Numerous problems were encounte=ed cu=ing the course of the experiment which
could be lessened in future experiments by slight modification .
Cal Limitations of usL~g Hel rather than H2 C0 3 .
Bel was used as a solvent rather than the naturally occur r ing solvent
of limestone, H2C03' because not enough . time was available to use the latter,
which dissolves the CaC03 very much more slowly .
The problems of substituting chemical reactions have been considered by Watson
(1 9721 and Trudgill (1976 ) . ~atson stated that very little is known about such
problems, and until something is known, all =esults from experiments us!nq
chemical· reaction substitution should be viewed with a certain deqree of scepticism.
Trudgill considered the 9roblem fr om the relative solution velocities of di=~erent
solvents. When HCI is substituted for H2C03' the solution velocity 15 increased.
and also, the equilibri~~ concentration of calci~~ i s raised (:ig. 15 ) .
The effects of such substitution in the ~resent experiment could be important.
In the natural syste:n ·..dth H2CO), because the solution rate 1s lower than with
HC1, the surface reaction rate is mo re likely to be a li~it ing factor t~an it is
•... hen Hel is used. Thus if HCl is used, natural limiting factors may not be
evident. If H2C03 is used instead of HCl, Fig . 13 may look mo re li ke the qraph
obtained by Heinemann, where at steeper anqles , reaction r ate may be a limiting
factor.
Clear ly then, it would be very desirable to use the chemical react ions ! o~~d
in natural limestone environments, rat~er than s ubsti tuted reactions , but this
would require much more time and solvent.
21

(b) Small range of solvent velocities
It is apparent from Fig. 10 that it is necessary to consider a larger
range of solvent velocities to establish the complete relationship.
(The
sigmoid curve of Fig . 11 is only postulated). Higher velocities could be
obtained by ~sing a pump or a greater head of solvent to increase the discharae.
(c) Use of burette to apply the solvent
In natural systems it is probable that the solvent is distributed more
evenly over the surface by rainfall. In such situations, the relationship found
in Fig. 8 may not hold true. This needs to be investi9ated further using a
spray to apply the solvent . It would be very significant if rilled flow is
found to have a maximum occurrence in the middle slooe anqle r anqe, around 600
However, in certain natural situations, it may be that the solvent is applied
in the form of concentrated dripping, perhaps from a rock promontory on the
edge of a ledge, or from vegetation leaves.
Cd} Inconsistent channel geometry
Certain inaccuracies may have resulted from the inconsistent nature of
the stream channel geometry. Because the channel shape is not held constant
between runs, one has to compute the hydraulic radius in order to use Manning's
equation . The use of the hydraulic radius in such calculations is not strictly
valid anyway, because the stream does not flow in a proper channel.
Thus it would be desirable to control the channel shape, perhaps by cutting
a groove in the rock, down which the solvent could flow. Of course, it would
be desirable to be able ; to measure the velocity directly, perhaps by the timing
of the passage of dye, or use of a micro-velocity meter, rather than using
Manning's equation. Subjective judgement was required at several stages in the
use of Manning's equation, but the biggest error 1s probably in the estimation
ot average channel depth, because a small change in channel depth could cause
a bigger change in the hydraulic radius.
(e} Angle me.asurement
Even though the rock chosen for the experiment was relatively flat, small
irregularities could have caused inaccuracies in the measur ement of slope angle.
This problem could be solved by flattening the surface properly, using a rock
saw and polisher.
(f) Temperature control
Throughout the experiment there was no control on temperature, which
could have influenced the reaction and diffusion rates. This problem could
have been solved by working in a room with a controlled temperature .
CONCLUSIONS
Using the experimental results obtained , it is possible to sugge st tentatively
that:
{a} for the range ot flow velocitie s used, solvent motion was the limiting
factor throughout all slope angles when the solvent was HCl. At hiqher
velocities, such as may occur in the natural environment, and with the
natural solvent, H2CC3' reaction rate may become a limiting factor on
steep slopes. This might be one explanation why Kaaden and Heinemann
did not obtain the best microform development on the steepest slopes;
(b} the solvent may tlow in a rill-like pattern at intermediate and high
angles of slope, and in a sheet- like pattern at lower angles. The
predominance of rill flow at higher angles (Fig. 16 ) might explain why
karren format ion is most prono~~ced on slopes of angle 60-65 0 , above
which, other factors may be limiting. If lapiez formation is favoured
by sheet flow of a solvent around a knoll, then it may · predominate at
lower . slope angles around 25-300 •
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BETWEEN

CALCIUM

AND

WATERS

by Stephen T. Trudgill

...,TAACT

Chemical polish occurs in oqranic-rich drainaqa waters but laboratory
axperilllentation &nd electron microacope work suc;qested that the presence ot
o~anic acids was not • prerequisita tor its tormation .
In tha watars studied
the r a waa little evidenca tor tha presenca ot calcium in o~.nic compounds. Tha
results point to tha Lmpor tanca ot dissolution by dissociated orqanic acids and
CArbon dioxide released durinq dacay ot oqranic matter rather than to chalation
by 0r<i.nic: acids. A t.st surtace ion datachJllant , transport controlled reaction
i. 1=plicated in t~ production ot ..aoth surfaces.

It is known that organic acids are effective agents of dissolution (Trudgill,
1978; Williams, 1963) but their relationship with micro-morphology is unclear.
Glassy, polished limestone surfaces can be observed where waters drain from peat
over limestone and polished surfaces and micro-runnels can also be seen where
water drips from tree bark over limestone . Polish is absent, however, under
organic soils where water flow rates are slow. The aim of the work described
in this paper is to attempt to establish if it is possible to identify critical
combinations of flow and acidity for the formation of polished surfaces and
whether or not the presence of organic acids from peat is a necessary prerequisite
for their formation. Observation in other regions suggests that sand-blasting
may give rise to a smooth surface but this is not under discussion here as sand
was absent from the field site. Electron microscope study of natural surfaces
has been undertaken and the photographs can be compared with surfaces produced
by varying strength s of ~rganic and mineral acids. Moreover, some attempt has
been made to study calcium uptake by organic matter and the trends of calciumorganic matter i nteractions in a downstream section of water flowing from peat
over limestone .
In theory, crystals dissolved by transport controlled reactions should exhibit
smooth surfaces because ion detachment over the entire crystal surface is so
rapid that selective etching does not occur. During surface reaction controlled
dissolution ion detachment is so slow that selective dissolution of crystal surfaces
occurs, with surface intersections being preferentially attached and showing
crystallographically controlled etching, eerner (1978 ) . In the present study
SEM observations of nat urally occurring surfaces on carbonate rocks and of
experimentally produced surfaces show that both transport contr ol and surface
reaction control exist in nature and the experimental conditions used confirm
that a high degree of undersaturaeion encourages fast surface detachment, transport
controlled reactions and the production of smooth surfaces.
It has been suggested by Bray (197 2) and Bray and O'Reilly (197 4 ) that organic
matter present in streams flowing into limestone caves is progressively oxidized,
thereby liberating carbon dioxide. However, Kempe (1975) sU9'gested that meas'Jrable
amounts of calcium combined with organic compounds may be detected by a comparison
of the titratable (tOTA l calcium and total calcium (by atomic absorption
spectrophotometry) . In the present study downstream changes in calcium have been
measured using EOTA titrations and , in a second sample, the organic matter has
been oxid ized and the sample titrated to see if any calcium release occurred.
THE

STUDY

AREA

The field area is in Moor House National Nature Reserve in Uppe r Teesdale and
the study was undertaken on the Rough Syke streamway studied by CriSp (1966 ) .
The 5tre~~ay is a scalloped. unroofed canyon cut into the Tyne Bottom Limestone
of the Carboniferous Middle Limestone Group (Johnson & Dunham, 1963 ). The canyon
occurs soon after the stream runs off a peat and boulder clay catchment on to
the limestone .
THE

ETCHING

EXPERIMENTS

The experimental design was to compare natural surfaces from the stream bed near
the canyon head with surfaces produced under etching by mineral acids and by
weak or strong o r9anic acids. All experiments were performed in static water .
If the polished surfaces we re produced in any of these situations then it canbe
inferred that flow is not a prerequisite factor. If the surfaces were produced
when both weak and strong acids were used then strength variations are not import ant
and if they were produced in mineral acids then o rganic acids are not essential.

2

1
Naturally occurring
polished surface Rough
Sike streamway x 20.

As Fig. 1, x 2500.

Fractured surface etched
with weak tartaric acid,
x 2500.

Surface etched with weak
lactic acid, x 20.

Surface etched with
strong tartaric acid,
x 2500.
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strong lactic acid, x 20.

Surface etched with
s trong lactic acid .
x 2500 .

Surface etched with weak
lactic acid. x 2500.

Surface etched with weak
hydrochloric acid ,
x 2500 .

Surface etched with weak
hydrochloric acid, x 20.

12

11
Naturally occurring
subsoil surface, x 20.

12

Naturally occurring
subsoil surface , x 640 .

All surfaces were examined by electron microscopy at x20, x640 and x2S00 s cale.
The mineral acid used was hydrochloric acid and the organic acids used were
tartaric, sal i cylic, lactic and oxalic. The concentrations used were chosen
to give a contrast between strong and weak acids and were 0.2 M and 0 . 02 M. The
surfaces used in the experiments started as simpl~ fractured surfaces (not ground
in any way) and were derived from one large rock samp le. The rock type used had
a sparite texture.
The results showed the rema rkable smoothness of t he - natural surface from the
stream bed, even at x2S00 magnif ication (Figs. 1 & 2) . This smoothness '..,as not
completely reproduced in any of the experiments. Tartaric, citric and salicyclic
acids showed deep etching, for example as shown for weak tartaric in Fig. 3. In
general , an increase in the strength of acid destroyed the delicacy of etching,
as shown by Fig . 4 for concentrated tartaric acid. For lactic acid there
appeared to be a polish at x20 scale for both weak and concentrated acid (Figs. 5
& 6) but higher magnification showed etchinq to be present, although in the strong
acid it was , again , less marked (Figs. 7 & 8). Only in hydrochloric acid was
the polish at all approached and shown at both high and low magnification (Fig s. 9
& 10). Some of the etched organic acid surfaces bear some resemb lance to the
visib i lity etched naturally occurring subsoil rock surfaces (Figs. 11 & 12).
Thr ee deductions may be made from the observations! first~y, some polished
surfaces were produced under static conditions and therefore that flow is not
a pr e r equisite. It should, however, be i .m mediately cautioned that where the
smoothest surfaces occurred (i . e . concentrated tartaric (Fig . 4 l, and hydrochloric
acid (Figs. 9 & 10) bubble trains could be observed as the react ion proceeded,
thus increasing the action of solvent motion. Not only is this evidence of rapid
carbon dioxide production during reaction but also it will mean that ion diffusion
from the rock surface will be mechanically encouraged. Thus the results a re not
as conclusive as they might have been as motion is not entirely exc luded .
Secondly, the surfaces were generally more subdued in strong acids, though this
was by no means ah..ays the case: strong hydrochloric acid tended to produce
slightly deeper etching than weak. Third, polishing was evident in mineral acids
and thus the presence of organic acids is not a prerequisite _
These conclusi ons suggest that chemical polish is not unique to the presence of
organic acids, though it should be cautioned that only pure 'Analar' organic
acids were used and naturally occurring humic substances may have a different
effect . Experimentation with 'Analar' acids means that the precise strength
and composition of the acids is known but the replication of nature is limited!
using naturally occurring humus would overcome this latter problem but its nature
and stability is largely unknown. It is possible that f urther experiments might
be devised using naturally occurring humus extracts in flOwing and static conditions.
The evidence presented above suggests that a dissociated acid under flowing
conditions is involved in the formation of polished surfaces . In addition , the
evidence of increased smoothness with strength of acid reinforces the model of
'Berner (1978) that rap id surface detachment of ions is correlated with the
production of a smooth surface.
WATER

CHEMISTRY

Replicate pairs of water samples ·....ere taken at five stations downstream from
the peat- limestone contact in September, 1978, during a period of very low flow
of around 0 .1 m3/ s .. At each site the first sa!nple was titrated ·..,ith EDTA for
calci~~ and the second was allowed to stand for about 4 hours, after addi.ng
hydrogen peroxide. The peroxide cleared the solution of all organic colour and
after this stage the sample was titrated , the result calculated with an allowance
for dilution by the addition of peroxide. Aggressiveness, pH carbonate and acid
strength were also measured. The measurements were undertaken on t...,o days and
the results are shown in Fig . 13 . They show a clear trend of increased pH and
calcium and decreased acid strength downstream, together with a maintained or
temporarily increased aggressiveness. The latter is in accord with Bray's work
on the liberation of carbon dioxide by or ganic matter decay. The evidence of ion
balance (Table 1 ) suggests that calcium excess is present, but this cannot be
equated with organ ically bound calcium as anions other than RCO) were not measured
and this could account for the imbalance, moreover if the work of Kempe is correct
EDTA will not titrate organica lly bound calcium . There 15 no systematic trend
in peroxide release of calcium although some appears to be presen t at sta t ion 2 on
day 1 but the evidence for large quantities o f calcium in chelate form i n o r ganic
compounds in solution is not overwhelming . Crisp (1966 ) recorded less than 1 mg/ g
calcium present in particulate peat, but no visible particulate peat was present
in the samples and so this is not under discussion here, nor is adsorption on to
particulate peat surfaces.
The evidence from the data presented is that ch elated calcium in o r gan ic compounds
in solution is not of g r eat importance . Interactions with larqer peat particles
may occur but they are not investigated here . It appears that dissociated o r ganic
acids and more likely, carbon dioxide liberated from organic matter decay form
the primary sources of chemical erosion of the stream bed. The r esults of the
J3

etching experiments and ot ~~e water chemical analyses both tend to minimise
the importance of the chelatory properties of organic acids .
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DESCRIPTIONS

by R. A. Halliwell

Touri s t des cri ptions and travelogues are used to trace gradually changing
hydrological conditions throuqh the last one to two ~undrad years at a saries
of s ites in the Yorkshire Dales.

Much work has been published by historical geographers on changes in climatic
conditions thro ugh historical time and on the effect of man on the landscape.
However, with the exception of coastal chan~es, little appears to have been
written on the gra dual c hanges in the landscape due to natural processes . This
is probably because these natural changes are usually either single catastrophic
events, and therefore outside the scope of this paper, or are too gradual to
excite comment at the time .
As a background to a process orientated study of the l i mestone hydrology of
part of the Yo rkshire Dales (Halliwell, 1977 ) , an attempt was made to collect
as many histori cal descriptions o f t he land scape of the area as possible. In
ma ny cases t he ma jor reas on f o r visitinc;l' t he area ·....as to see the caves and much
of the int erest was l inked with the water i n the caves . Using these descriptions
it has proved pos s ibl e t o plot changes in the water regime o f the caves in
particular and t he area in genera l. It must be admitted that there are problems
with plagiar i sm and this point has been studied in detail by Shaw (1971 ) with
referen ce to t he wo r k s of Hutton. The concept of traCing historically gradual
but geo l og i c a lly rapi d changes is illustrated by a series of case studies.
MALHA."

The Malham area has f o r a long time be en a pop ular place for tourists to visit
and numerous de script ions o f vis its by ear l y touri sts may be found . The earlie st
detail e d description o f t he hydro logy o f the area a ppea rs to be Poc o cke (1 751 ) :
M~~lhaQ Pt~rne, a p iece o f water which may be near t wo miles i n circ~ er e nce; there
are very good perch and other ~ is h i n it . ~nd t he w~ t er runs out in ~ rivulet. which
soon divi des int o t wo parts, and wh i ch is lost among t he s tone s, going unde rqround by
what the y call t wo swa l l ows" .

Po c oc ke contin ued t o d escribe t he co rrec t hydro l ogy o f t he are a wit h the Malham
Ta ~ water ba s i ca l l y f lowing t o Ai re He ad s p r i ng s whi l st the smelt Mill sink
wat e r s r i s e at t he fo o t o f the Cove. Br ay (178 3) , altho ugh disparag ing a bout
t he Tarn which ~ . . . ha s not hi ng be aut iful i n i t s shape o r bo rders, being bare
o f trees and eve ryt hi ng els e t o or na me n t i t ... goes into more detail a bout
the respons e o f the Ta rn outf l ow to preCipitation: M • • • At the fo o t of it
(Malh~~ Cove) , a current o f wa ter issue s out , which is pro bably the s ame as is
los t nea r t he Ta rn , but in f loods , the subte rr ane a n pa ssage i s not a bl e t o
give ve nt to a ll t he water 1 and , it is said, that a cat a ract t hen pours down
f r om the t op of t he r oc k . .. " .
This r e s ponse to r a in fall •....a s also de s cr ibed in deta i l by Hurtley (178 6) :
~ . . . Fr om t he Apex o f t hi s Cove, after wha t is i n this pa rt o f the country
c a l l e d a RUCG, o r a success ion o f rainy and tempe stuous wea ther, when the wa tersin k at t he sout he r n ext r emity o f the Ta r n i s un ab le to receive t he overflux
of the l ake t he re falls a l a r ge and he avy t o rrent, mak ing a mo re g rand a nd
mag ni f icent cascade t han imagination can form an i dea of ... . This va st a nd
precipita t e Cascade , so gene r a lly enquired afte r , and so s eldom seen by
travelle r s i n the summer mon t hs hath been so much admi r ed , a s t o l eave it
equally a subject o f ·.... onde r and conce r n , that the I nlets o f t he s trea:n wh ich
might easily be done, have not been stopt , and this lofty and imper ious Cat a r act
the r eby rende r ed a perpetual object of gratification and a5to n is~~e nt .. . " .
This general concept of the tar n sinks over flowing and p r oducing a wa t e r fa ll
over the Cove in wet weather ·....as repe ated in several later des c r ip t ions
including Murray ( 1799 ) , Housman (1808), Whitake r (1812) , "restall (1818) and
8igland (1819) . Mowever Phillips (1835 ) made no mention of the water coming
over the Cove and White (1838) stated t hat it is only" . . . in time of f loods
that " ... this vomitary 1s too small to discharge the waters , which r ise up to
the summit of the rock, and pour do ..... n in a catar act , superior in depth and but
little inferior in grandeur to the falls of Niagara . •. ". This pe r iod in the
early nineteenth century appears to mark an intermediate stage between t he
waters regularly flowing ove r the Cove after heavy rainfal l and the need fo r
an extreme flood before the waterfall occurred.
M

.

Howson (1850) stated that " . .. twice within the last for ty years the s~ollen
waters of the Tarn have made their way over the Cove . • . . In Flood the Tarn
water not infrequently rushes over here (Comb Scar) and forms a second Gordale,
but it is commonly prevented fro~ reaching the Cove by sinking at the foot of
this pass through the shattered and fissured stratum~ . The rare nature of the
occurrence of the waterfall in the latter half of the nineteenth century is als o
stressed by Brown (1896) who after quoting Hurtley's description of the cataract
stated that " ... there has only been one such case within the memory of anyone
now living. And as there are sometimes floods as great as there were a century
ago the underground passage must have been worn much larqer within recent times
Martel (1897) also stressed the rarity of the occurrence of the waterfall
although the two dates he quoted of 1775 and 1824 do not a9ree with the
descriptions of Howson and Brown. No record of a cascade flowing ove r the
Cove since the mid-19th century has been traced.
Thus it is possible using the hIstorical descriptions of the hydrology of the
Tarn/Cove system to trace the change from frequent f low over the Cove in wet
weather, to rare flow over the Cove but frequent flow over Comb Scar, to total
cessation of flow over the Cove . O'Connor (1974) suggested that at present
. •.• . springtime flooding at least once a decade is adequate to send a surface
flow right ~own a normally dry waterfall near the head of the Watlowes valley,
but rarely further ...•. When this is compared with Howson it indicates a
further decrease in the length of surface flow in flood of the Tarn outflows.
THE

EBBING

AND

FLOWING

WELL,

GIGGLESWICK

Like Malham, the Ebbing and Flowing Well at Giggleswick was a well known
natural curiosity and a s such formed part of the itinerary for the majority of
visitors to the area . The earliest located mention of the well is in Drayton 's
Poly-albion (1613-22):
"At Giqqle.wick, where I • fountain can you show
That eiqht times a day is laid to ebb and flow:-

The descriptions of the well in the late eighteenth century (Bray, 1783 ; Byng,
1792) speak of the well " ... ebbing and flowing very suddenly ~nd frequent ly ... "
(Pococke, 175l). However the well was already no longer continuously ebbing
and flowing 4.nd Hutton (1781) notes ~We were informed that if the ~eather was
either very droughty or very wet, the phenomena ceased •..•.
This lack of continuity of ebb and flow was also stressed by Housman (1808) :
"Its reciprocations seem very irregular, and are said almost to cease in times
of very great rain or long continued drought ... ~, and by Whitaker (1812), Howson
(1850) and Black (1886) who confided " .. . but the tourist will sometimes, to his
disappointment and disgust, find that it does not ebb and flow ... ~.
It was Speight (1892) who first considered that the well might be ch anging
and suggested t hat
the question not unnaturally arises : Has the Giggleswick
well maintained its 'tidal character ' since Saxon times ... 7ft
In his very
detailed pamphlet on the well Brown (1903) implied that the ebbing and flowing
was becoming less frequent than in earlier days although it was still reasonably
common with the well ebbing and flowing continuously over periods of up to a
month.
More recently Myers (1 962) suggested that the well now only ebbs and flows
very infrequently and stated that he has only seen it in operation twice in ten
yea rs. During many visits to the well between 1970 and 1975 under varying
conditions of flow, the well was only seen to ebb and flow on four occasions .
Thus it is obvious that the frequency of ebbing and flowing has decreased
considerably over the last 300 years. The rate of change cannot be gauged as
accurately as at Malham because the effects are of a lesser magnitude and therefore
the gradual change is less noticeable. It is interesting to note that both
Gough (1813) and Brown (1903) mentioned wells at Tideswell and near Torbay which
had previously been ebbing and flowing wells but had become ordinary springs.
ft • • •

WEATH~~COTE

CAVE

Like Malham and the well at Giggleswick, Weathercote Cave was one o f the
natural curio sities visited by many early tourists. Inrleed Weathercote was one
of the first show caves in Yorkshire although it has never been highly
commercialised (North, 19591. The change which appears to have t aken place at
Weathercote is an increase in the frequency of fl ooding but this is a difficult
change to document because many of the descriptions of the cave make no mention
of floodin g; for example Pococke (1751) , Byng (1792 ) , Murray (1 799 ) , Wakefield
(1808) and Westall (181 8) all described the cave in detail without mentioning
flooding .
However an equal number of visitors do repo rt on the occurrence of floods at
the site, the earliest reoor t being in Hutton (178 1 ) ·After a little rain ano ther
cascade similar to the former falls near ly from the same height on the west side
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of the cave, appearing and disappearing '.."ith great variety amongst t~e rocks,
as if it fell down the chimney of a ruinous building, ...,here several holes '.."ere
made int~ it in the gable-end . If the rain still increases a large stream lets
it out of the room by the side of the little cave; and in great floods a vast
river falls into the great cave down the precipice on the eastern side . With
their united streams they are sometimes able to fill the whole capacity of
the cavern and make it overflow; t!le subterranean crannies and passages of this
leaky vessel not being able with the increased pressure from above, to carry
off the ;.Jater as fast as it is poured in; but this ha!?pens only once in seven
or ten years ... " .
In a later edition of his book Hutton (1784) provided more information on the
flooding stating that "rhe owner of the cave says that it run over in the back
end of the year 1757 be=ore Christmas, in 1759 , in 1771 two or three times, and
all in the back end of the year; and in February 1782 and November 1783. But
during this interval, the '.."ater has been several times near the t op of the cave
"
The floodir.g of the cave was also described by Housman (1808) "During long
continued, heavy rains, this gaping ·..onder of nature is sometimes unable to
contain the ;.Jater received into its rocky jaws, then it discharges itself
copiously at its mouth ... ". The occurrence of flooding is also described by
Howson (1850), Boyd-Dawkins (1874), Brown (1885), 8alderston (1888) , Speight
(1892) and !>!artel (l897) and is illustrated in J.M. Turner's painting (1818) .
Martel stated "The !":eavier the rain, the more lateral streams discharge the
:.later; six ti!r.es in t·...enty years it appears, "Ihen Dale Beck flo·...ed above ground,
the bottom cavern t-!as not able to take all the water, and I'ieathercote Cave
overflowed: this is just what occurred at the end of July 1895 , eight hours ~efore
my visit.
It was t!len Dale Beck passed over the mouth of the hole and flowed
along its surface thal ...eg, continuing its course on the other side of
weatherco::.e Cave ... ".
Recent discussions with local people have revealed that the cave not-!
freq\:ently overflo..... s; 1!r. Chapman of Eeezley Far:n tells of COMmonly having to
wade thr-::Jugh '''atC!r flo·.. in; across the drive to Weathercote House, whilst ~r .
3azeley, t:te present o',mer of the house, stated that the cave over£lo·.."ed
appro:<i::tately t·.."ice a year (pers. COln.'1\., 1976).
This increase i:'l t;,e frO'!quency of overflowing shQ',tffi by the notes of Hutton ,
Martel and presenc cay conditions, may be linked to the blockinq up of the
passages leading from the ca\·e.
rh::tton (1784) stated "The owner of the cave
and others ~ave been in the passage beneath, half·..ay to Ginglepot : they have
no doubt but it leads tr.ither; they did not get so far, owing to the water
deepening, !!'.ore tr.an the height lessening . Another subterranean river , that
from Gatekirk above, meets this cascade directly underneath it, along which
there is a passage, and •... hich t~e abcve party in son:e measure through mistake
explored, by missin; t::"eir ·,Jay in t~!:ir return, by getting far beyond the
cascade before they t-!ere convinced 0:: their error, by the noise of the cascade
gradually decreasing ... " .
The existence of ~~is passage is also wentioned ~y Housman (1808) but the
great similari.ty 'dtn t!1e H'.ltton report suggests he may be quoting this .
However, both Eoyd-Da·...;kins (1874) and i-1artel (1897) reported that Hr . :'!etcalfe
entered the caves below :-leathercote and reached this river j\:nction . There is
little reason to doubt the truth of this because Metcal=e was an adventurous
cave explorer having been in the first party to descend Alum Pot via Long Churn
in 1847 and via the main shaft in 1870. T!1e existence of these t·.."o independent
accounts of the caves I:'..:.:<es it appear very lii:e1y t!1at the caves exist but
currently the passages cannoc be reached because they are filled with silt
and water (Hinchcliffe, 1964; Brook e t a1., 1975). Thus there is ar::ple evicence
of a possible mechanis~ which could have caused the increase in flood frequency.
The existence of an inc~ease in surface flow in the area 15 also suggestec by
the new road bridge by St. Leonard's Church. During the last fe''''' years the
tar:nac -...as stripped off the bridge by flooding on several occasions and the
bridge ·.."as finally replaced by a considerably higher bridge in late 1974.
m:REGILL

SKIT

unlike the sites described above, 1·:ere9ill Skic ·.."as no'.: a site which was
frequently visited by tourists.
It is, hO'",ever, possible to provide eviden=e
of a change in hydrology since the beginning of the century although it is
not kno""'" ·.."hether this change ·..as sudden or gradual.
~~en the Yorkshire Geological SOCiety were undertaking thei!" series of
dyetests arcund Ingleborough they placed fl\,;orescein in :-1eregill at Ipm on
July 4th, 1903 and it W"lS seen issuinq fr::!:-I !>'er~gill Skit the follo·. dna
rr:orning. AlthOl.:gh no st=ecific ~entlon is !:lade of the ',olater conditions when the
test '.. as undertaken, as a part of a previous test on the Great Douk ·.."aters
'..hilst loo)o;:;'ng for the dye from June 30 to July 3 they noted that " ... the
stream ·...as low at t!".e tim~ and there was little water above God's Bridge ... ".
Ther-e is also a furth£::r less specific COT:lr.\ent referring to the whole su:nrr.er
and stating that "Tatham Hife Hole, ac Falls Foot, ',Jas visited several cimes

3.

during the investigation, but was always dry and consequently could not be
tested . .. " . The lmplication of both these remarks is that water levels were
generally low at the time the dye was seen issuing from Meregill Skit {Carter
& Dwerryhouse, 1905 } .
The test was repeated by university of .Leeds Speleological Association
(Brook et al., 1969) and in this test the water issued from the risings at
God's Bridqe under conditions of moderate flood. At the p r esent time Meregill
Skit only flows in time of flood and under average weather conditions the rising
is dry, indeed the guidebook (Brook et al. , 1975 ) states that the cave is " . . . at
head of normally dry side channel just upvalley frOm God ' s Bridge ... ". Thus it
may be seen that there has been a considerable decrease in the frequency of fl ow
from Meregill Skit, almost certainly as a result of the enlarqement of the subsurface connection between Meregill Skit and God's Bridge.
A second less definite indication of change in this locality is provided by
the name God's Bridge. Unless in earlier days there was wate r flowing upstream
of God's Bridge a nd Sinking to flow under the bridge, there would have been
nothing to differentiate God's Bridge from th~ rest of the dry stream bed . Thus
in earlier times there probably was ·Water flowing above God's Rridge although the
risings must have been only a short distance above the . bridse because many of the
historical descrlptions speak of springs by the bridge. This , therefore, is a
second line of evidence which suggests that Meregill Skit may have been a more
active rising in the past.
CONCLUSION
The above uxample s were deliberately chosen be~ause they illustrate 9radual
changes in the landscape. There are descriptions from the are.]. of sudden chanqEs,
such as the storm and ansociated l~ndsli? of 1817 which t~tally changed Yordas
Cave (Westall, 1818). However, such catastrophic events C.5r. be see:'l from oany
landscapes ·../hilst limestone appears to be one of the few non- coast3.l landforms
where long term gradual changes can be traced. It would be useful to attempt
to trace similar changes in the other lioestone areas of Britain although in
some areas this would not be possible because of the influence of mining..
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Whi l st Speleology often makes huge progress by the activities of individuals
or small groups of researchers or explorers and whilst any larger g r ouping is
sometimes anathema because it will involve bureaucracy, the international dimension
has now come to Britain to stay, thanks to a very successful staging of the fouryearly International Speleological Congress here in 1977 . Motivated intially by
Europeans, previous hosts have been France, Belgium , Italy, West Germany,
Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia. Whilst there exists an International Union of
speleology, which is now recognised by UNESCO, it is a coordinating body only
and plays little part in organiain~ each Congress . Speleology in 'the host
country must be flourishing, coherent and be able to spend a great deal of time
and money in organising the event; a successful Congress therefore says as much
about the national status of Spe1eology in the host country as anything else .
The 7th Congress took 7 years to prepare, three weeks to hold and two more ye a rs
to digest ! The present account is a shortened form of the Completion Report.
The firs t phase
During Autumn 1969 the dissatisfaction of British delegates to t he 5th Congress
and encouragement from abroad led a number of people to speculate on the remote
possibilities of Britain acting as hosts to the 7th Congress. The late E.K.
Tratman became most determined to see the Congress here before his boots were
hung up! He prepared a memorandum on April 22nd 1970 which became the first
working document of the 7th Congress. Reaction lwas slow, perhaps daunted by
the enormous task which ' Trat ' had delimited - c~refully planning meetings , a
paid secretariat and a reduced emphasis on excursions ( 'Britain is a small
is l and ' ). The Cave ' Research Group (CRG) discussed the matter at its Southern
area meeting in June 1970. Trat was too impatient and, over an excess of
Yugoslav reisling in a Bristol restaurant persuaded an unfortunate member of
the ' Karst Police ' to start pushing thinqs along. , A circular from Dr. Tratman
dated 1 . 7. 70 , asked the eRG, British Speleological Association (~SA) , National
Caving Association (NCAl and the Pengelly Cave Studies Trust to contact him in
an attempt to make any further moves broadly- based and non- fact ional .
Both the scientific bodies (CRG & BSA ) and the NCA took positive steps by
autumn 1970. An early attempt to get the matter made an exclusively NCA one
was defeated and that body agreed at its AGM of 31.10 . 70 to cooperate in any
independent meeting which might be organised. CRG, BSA and the Pengelly Cave
Studies Trust also nominated representatives t o attend the first meeting.
The first meeting was held in Leicester on 23rd January, 1971. Minutes were
produced and circulated and a Feasibility Committee formed.
By Febr uary 1971 the first of the moves towards a more unified structure
for speleological organisation in Aritain, a vital necessity for the o r ganisation
of a Congress, had taken place. The National Caving Association was recognised
by the Sports Council as 't he governing body' o f the sport of caving . Whilst
this was v iewed as a possible avenue to gover~~ent funding for the Congress,
the scientific bias to speleology made it necessary to approach the Royal
SOC i ety for backing. A proposal for grant-aid was submitted to them in February
1972 but the Feasibility Committee were advised that it needed re-submitting
and a meeting was organised with the Society's Executive secreta r y in October
1972. Hts advice proved very helpful.
The new Royal Society document was submitted in April 1973, with the full
approval and joint authorship of the Feasibility Commi ttee. It tried to make
clear the dual sporting and scientific content of Speleology . As J . Sweeting
said, "It's a bit like a lunar landing - you must know what you 're dOing and
be fit!".
The Royal Soc iety had let it be known that one obstacle to recoqnising the
Congress proposals was the ambiguous position of having both CRG and BSA concerned
with scientific Spele010gy in Britain. They favoured a single organisation and
fortunately the two bodies had been planning to me r ge for s ome time. This
merger, t o form the British Cave Research Associati on (ACRA ) , occurred on 1st
July 1973 . On the 13th July the COMmittee were notified that the Travelling
Expenses Committee of the Royal Society had awarded the Con~ress a loan of ES CO
as a contribution to anticipated net costs of E4000 to ESCOO . .
In July, too, correspondence wa s begun with the University of Sheffield since
the city had been selected as the most likely venue for the core of the
Congress and the university 's conference fa c ilties had received hiqh praise in
the National Press .
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On the lOth Se9tember 1973 Dr . \"ar.vick informed the Feasibility Committee by
wine-stained post-card from Czechoslovakia that Britain ' s candidature to host
the 7th Congress had been approved by the plenary session of the 6th Congress.
The first phase was therefore drawn to a hectic close .
The second phase
Prior to knowing that the U.X. had definitely been chosen as hosts to the
7th Congress the Committee had been known as ' the ad hoc Feasibility Committee' .
The re-named Executive Committee of the 7th International Speleological Congress
was formed on 3rd November 1973.
Already a n~ber of decisions had been taken. Sheffield was to be the ~ain
venue, with Bristol as reserve. ?rior publication of the papers woulc be
attempted for the first time in the history of the Congress, '..,ith a strict
control on the st.andard of papers . The anticipated attend3nce '..,as 400-600 ,
income £~ , 500, expenditure £7,700 .
(Estimated attendance rose to 1000 after a
good attendance at Olomouc for the 6th Congress and financial estimates were
to alter drastically with a steep rise in inflation . For example, the cost of
full board in Ranmoor House conference centre , Sheffield in 1971 '..,as a mere
£2.55 per day ~ ) .
Three ~eetings of the Executive Committee were held during 1974 . Duri ng
January the Chairman and Secretary toured a short list of university conference
officesj that at Sheffield was by far the most dynamic and undertook to provide
free assistance with routine secretarial duties, circulation, collection of
fees, etc . A nagg~n9 doubt about Sheffield at the ti~e was that there was no
active karst research at the University, but this was later to alter with the
move of Dr . Trudgill to the Geography Departr::ent. Thus Sheffield became fixed
as the venue for the central core week of paper sessions , the dates : lOth - 17th
Septe~ber 1977.
A suggestion was made that post- Congress events should not
include excursions but consist of academic Symposia. Dr . Panos, Hon . Secretary
of the 6th Congress was asked for nelp with mailing lists for the First Circular,
but funds could not be found to bring him to the U. K. to give detailed help .
Apart from receiving the mailing list in due course there was little continuity
between Congresses and little coordination from the International Union of
Speleology, a fact which produced a revolutionary mood amongst the merr~ers of
the Committee .
In Aprll 1974 the Ccrnmittee listed the topics for paper sessions and set a
limit on the leng~h of papers at 1200 words . In August of that year the University
of Sheffield -"as o!ficially booked, a Civic P.eception promised by the Lord Mayor
and a public liability insurance policy taken out to cover losses through
cancellation. The prograrr~e of regional events was discussed and a draft of
the First Circular drawn up.
Four meetings '..,ere held during 1975. At the January one the Executive
Co~~ittee received a set-back in that the Royal Family had revealed that they
would be at Balmoral during the Congress, recuperating from the Jubilee , and
Prince Philip would therefore be unable to open the Congress, although there
·..,as still hcpe that Prince Charles -..,ould be available; this hope only became
dashed in 1977. Two local Shef~ield cavers volunteered their services as a
result 0= a short talk about Congress plans delivered to the ECRA Conference in
Leeds on Se?~e~ber 15th 1974. They provided a document on Sheffield entertain~ent
as early as the Jancary 1975 ~eeting . At that meeting a motif, depicting a
silhouetted caver on an outline of Eritain, was accepted as the official badge
of the 7th Congress. T~is has recently been accepted as the badge of the
BCRA. At the April meeting a typed draft of the First Circular was ready . The
Executive CmrJnittee had received a t\-/o-thirds response from Chairman of IUS
Commissions in reply to a request for their programme requirements at Sheffield .
It became clear that Excursions. Ca~ps and Symposia would require a great deal
of coordination and an EXCUrsions secretary ·..,as appointed .
In early 1975 Mr . Terry Stoddart resigned from his position as Conference
Officer ~ith the University of Sheffield. He was now running a firm called
British Educational Conference Travel Ltd. which ·..,as based in Sheffield and
would be happy to handle the Congress. A contract was discussed and accepted
which left all ete printing, 90stage and acceptance of bookings to B.E . C. Travel,
thus freeing the Cor.~ittee fron the need to recruit paid secretarial assistance.
8.E . C. reserved the right to make profit from accommodation in exchange for
this considerable aid.
I.t the September 1975 meeting thl! Finance Officer was able to report a grant
of bet·..,een £1500 and E2oo0 fror.'l the Sports Council , to support half the
Congress' costs (in fact 40\ of half as the result of an estimate of a 40\
sporting content for the Congress) . British Tourist Authority would supply a
free loan to cover advertising publicity and the British Council would !und
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individual cavers from East Europe to £100 each. The September meeting also
received the First Circulars and the Congress poster f or r apid disseminati on
to the SCRA Conference during which the meeting was held. First Circulars were
posted abroad during the month. Circulars and posters widely distributed to
Information Offices in limestone areas, as 'I Iell a s to Dr. Panos I mailing list
from the previous Congress (1754 were sent to 77 countries). A single sheet
news release was also distributed and sent in bulk to Australia, New Zealand,
Canada and the U.S.A.
By November 1975 there were 120 replies to the First Circular, a sub- committee
on exhibitions had been set up and specialist advice sought on book sales at
the Congress .
By the first of the four 1976 meetings it was clear that mailing circulars
to East Europe would be very troublesome and costly re-mailings had to be
adopted , e.g . for Czechoslovakia. The Foreign Office was approached on protoco l
matters concerning visas, etc. From then on all likely delegates from 'p rob lem '
countries were notified to try to ensure their smooth attendance at the Congress .
There were only 275 replies to the First Circular by April 3rd 1976 and the
estimate ·o f final numbers was reduced from 800 to 500. Already it was time for
material to be collected for the Second Circular. Money matters discussed a t
the meeting were the avoidance of tax on the Congress and the insurance of caving
activities on the Congress . These were also on the Agenda for the June meeting
and, for instance the Cave Diving Camp was cancelled because of the difficulty
of insuring the participants. Some other events were dropped in the l i ght of
preferences expressed by First Circular returns, now numbering 823. A paper
was presented on book sales suggesting the running of an official shop for
SCRA and the Congress Executive Committee. At the June meeting, too, the idea
of forming a limited company for loss avoidance was mooted for the first time;
it took almost a year to kill the idea.
A developing preoccupation with precise practical problems led the September
meeting to Ranrnoor House, Sheffield, the Congress centre, for a tour of
inspection. The Second Circular was behind schedule as a result of the long
vacation and the severe difficulty of estimating costs for events , the result
of spiralling inflation . In Ireland a new representative was apPOinted and
he submitted excursions and camps for addition to the Circular. A day ticket
system was proposed for the Sheffield week to get more working British cavers
in to the Congress .
The Second Circular was not ready for inspection until the November meeting
at Thornbridge Hall, thus putting it two months late and clashing its mailing
with the Christmas rush (abroad at least). The full ana lysis of First Circular
returns showed up three facts of interest: many of the delegates would have
accompanying members, camping was over-subscribed and University acco~~odation
under- subscribed but there appeared to be no major translation problem. Nearly
450 papers had been promised and this would result in a more expensive volume
of Procee~ings. Commercial approaches were discussed including the sale of
a 'T ' shirt , a commercial venture for exhibition stand space and the sale of
advertising in the Sheffield handbook. Press and information outlets were tied
up for the run-in period to the Congress by appointing a local representative.
Rather bitter discussions t ook place on the topic of the I.U.S. and its
relationship with cavers and the Congress.
Four meetings were held prior to the Congress in 1977. At the first , in
February, only 300 bookings had been received, partly due to the mailing
difficulties of the Second Circular. A postcard was designe d to approach those
who had repUed to the First Circular hut not the Second and a new deadline for
bookings set. The delay in receiving firm bookings and cash was, however,
to remain one of the major difficulties of the whole Congress . . The Programme
and Proceedings appeared threatened now by the poor r esponse . Company form ation
was again discussed . Expenses such as simultaneous translation (£600 ) and t he
commercial stand venture were abandoned. SCRA formally agreed to act as book
and club publicat ion s ales agents at the Congress.
At the April 1977 meeting a loss of £1210 was being anticipated. After
voting 'yes' to company formation a postal vote of absent Committee members
reversed the decisi on, expecially when it was known that this th reatened all
business links, with BEC Travel, the Uni versity of Sheffield, etc . A camp
site had been provided throught~e actions of a Sheffield local committee set
up on the 31st March. A British Ka rst Abstracts volume was adopted as a
Congress publication. Three events in the Second Circular were cancel led due
to poor returns and an excursion was merged with a Symposium . Keeping provincial
organisers up to date with bookings pr oved hard work . One event , the Cave
Biology Symposium , became over-subscribed and letters were dispatched to the
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unlucky late bookers. Only brief French transl at ions were included i n the
dr aft of the Third Circular ( ls~ anc 2nd were fully translated) . A r esolution
was approved asking the IUS to obtain better funding for itself so t hat f uture
Congresses could be spared t he uncertainties curr en tly rife with the 7th
Congress.
By the July 1 977 meetin~ p roblems with the Sheffield camp site were loo~ing sur veillance , cleaning , etc . - and the prospect of having to employ someone
was not welcome . The high proportion o f non - paY!I',ent of depos its was f ound to
be mainly due to delegates from East Europe . However , these people ·....ould not
threaten the viability of regional events if they did not turn up . Another
blow to regional events was, however, the use of all papers submitted in the
detailed programme for Sheffield, l eaving no papers for the Symposia .
Administration of the prograw~e was lef t to gran d chairmen and session chairmen
who woul d need to ~eet the Congress Secretary before each session to check r oom
and visua l - aids allocation , mis sing speakers , etc . A proof of the Northern area
excursion Guidebook, the mode l for the others, was available for the meet ing .
By the meeting of 20th August , held at Ranmoor Rouse , the approximate numbers
for the Congress were 495, but ·.... i th 20 to 30 changes or new bookings coming in
each day, worst fears about t he l atenes s of booking we re confirmed but it was
too late t o panic . Two welcome and sudden developmen ts were the allocation o f
a new supervised, cleaned camp site by Sheffield City , and the of fe r of four
linguists fo r Registration day from FANY, a voluntary army corps o f ladies
concerned with language and communications . The Sheffield programme was
considered in detail prior to the printinq of the Sheffield Han dbook . Detailed
standing orders for the Ranmoor week were considered .
The Congress
Follo·.... ing the SCRA Conference in Rar.m.oor House the Congress Finance Of fi cer
and Secretary took up residence at BEC Travel to make final preparations and
to coordinate the pre-Congress eXCUrsions cent rally . Little of this coordination
·.... as eventually required , a fortunate outcome since the time •....as very busily
employed getting ready for Registration on Saturday , lOth September, completing
the Sheffield Handbook and working out the l as t minute programme . This involved
working until 2 a . m. every mor ning !
Regis t ration was arr~~ged a t three desks, subdividing the alphabet and
providing a ' problems ' c.esk ·.... ith interpreters on hand . The ' problems ' desk
became overloaded at times bu t even so it was as smooth a Registration as our
interpreter helpers could remember . Again , our delegates ' lateness , this time
in their a rr ival at Ranmoor, forced Registration facilities to be open on both
sunday and Monday . A large n~~er of delegates si~ply did not turn up but a
large number of ne·.... delegates took their places .
The progra~e organisation and financial contro l were maintained by two
Committee Officers throughout the week but they were superbly backed up by
student volunteers from Steffield, the staff of BEC Travel and by the rest of
the Corr~lttee ' out front ', trouble shooting as p r ob lems arose.
'Trat' was very
heavily involved in this work and though the week must have tired h im, he also
organised a post-Congress Symposium , and was clea rly elated at the success of
the Congress . One of the main commitments was to visual aids ; t he persistence
of the French delegates in calling for a film festival forced a se ri es of panics
over projectors, projectionists, and so on .
Although the allocation
lecture rooms did not bode well for delegates '
comfort, blac~ - out, location finding , etc . the paper prograrnne ran very smoothly,
planned to the last minute by posting it late each night for the following day
and meeting all the chairmen before a session . Pre-publication of papers \o,'as
a key item , allowing purposeful selection of sessions by delegates .
On the social side, the cooperation of the Ranrnoor staff to ensure good food,
a good bar, a shoulder to cry on, etc . ensured an excellent ' spirit . The Civic
Reception ·.... ill remain unequalled in excelle nce f o r many Congresses . The £111'1
festival, evening talks and slide sho·.... s and a lively last night , plus a good
day excursion programme conblned to make the Sheffield ·....eek an exhilar atina one .
Post-Congress activities ran as snoothly as pre-Congress ones , requiring'no
central coordination.

0=

Financing the Congress
The Income and Expenditure Account is appended to this report. It shows that,
despite the difficult!.es caused by iuflation , last minute cancellations and
uncertainties over some regional events, the Congress marle a small surplus. The
assets of the Congress are no·.... all in the form of unsold publications. I t can
be seen that over E2000 has already co~e in through post -Congress sales , and
the face ·...alue of the remaining stock is a little less than E3000, of which we

"

may reasonab l y expect to sell £2000 wor th.
The total turnover of the Congress exceeded £50 , 000, and this is almost an
order of magnitude gr,eater than the estimate that the committee first made.
This reflects both an increasing awareness of the real costs of mounting an
ente r pr1:se of this size, and the ravages of inflation ·..thich hit the later
stage s of the planning.
An appreciation of the alloeation of f unds within the Congress can be gained
from the diagram below, which shows the pe r centages of the turnover allocated
t o the major cost components.
It is clear from this analysis that the
accommodation (at Ranmoor House), the publications (Proceedings and Handb ~oks ) ,
and the Regional Events account for about three - quarters of the turnover, and r
it was fortunate that the losses on the accommodation were offset by small
gains on both publications and regional events.
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The late Professor E. K. Tratman
President of the International Speleological Congress
Shelfield 1977

Seen on rus favourite limestone, the Burren, Co. Clare.
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Reflections
Most of those concerned with the Congress for nine years now feel sliqhtly
sad that it is allover; the Executive Committee learned a lot and in many
ways could 'do another one any day'! Their part was, however, eventually very
small. Although the Congress ripples may not have spread to the farthest
corner of the farthest club hut or public bar, very many British and Irish
helpers came forward with crucial contributions. New and unexpected talents
appeared at every stage and the high praise for the effort recived from those
who visited us during September 1977 is justly spread over the whole of
Speleology in the British Isles, giving it a new maturity and coherence.
The modest financial surplus (around 5' of turnover) is a triumph of
planning and allows the spirit of the Congress to be perpetuated in awards
through the Ghar Parau Fo~~dation. One of these wil l bear the name of E.K .
Tratman, who did s o much to get us all moving and saw it through in a very
active capacity. The United States is to host the 1981 Congr ess . However
much bigger and better the reputation of that country foretells the Congress
will be, they will labour with the tremendous disadvantage of distance and
they do not possess a Sheffield!
Received March 1979

Malcolm Newson,
Institute of Hydrology ,
Dolydd,
Stayl1ttle ,
Llanbrynma i r,
Wales. SY19 7D~

John Wilmot ,
Department of Education,
University of Reading,
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EFFECT

Dear Sir,
As someone who has been interested in the formation of the Devon caves for
over 20 years I read the recent paper by T.M. Bailey on the above subject (I)
with disbelief . The majority of Devon Caves were fo~ ~d under phreatic
conditions, usually with contemporaneous heavy silt deposition which confined
solution to the roof and led, in places, to very deeply incised half tubes.
Vadose action, where it has occurred, has been confined to the washing out
of the silt infi11, except in a very few places where the original phreatic
floor of the cave has been reached (2).
Mr. Bailey's thesis is that "the peri- glaciAL vadose effect" is a way of
explaining the "extensive vadose entrenchment extending •.. Gownwards as much
as 20 metres". His paper does not include' the criteria by ·"hich he judged
a particular site as being vadose , nor does it include a description of any
site in sufficient detail for the reader to judge for himself. No maps are
included to show how his "vadose" features can be related to a consistent
flow pattern controlled by gravity. The purpose of this letter is to describe
some of the sites mentioned by Mr. Railey and show that there are alternative,
much simpler explanations for each .
1. The Stalactites of Pridhams l eigh ' Lake
It is stated that there are stalactites at -12 metres in Pridharnsleigh
Lake, but no reference is given. The original, and only sighting, of these
elusive formations was made in 1952. Two naval cadets from Plymouth wa nted
to try out their diving kit in a cave. Following the trip one of them wrote
to John Hooper, who subsequently reprinted the letter (3). It is clear that
the visit was far from being successful . The first person to dive started
out of control, stopping his descent at 70 feet, when he touched the wall.
This disturbed so much ,mud that he was blinded and returned immediately to
the surface. All subsequent attempts to dive were blind because of the lar ge
quantities of suspended matter. The letter contains the sentence -I saw some
stalactites at 40 ft-.
.
About ten years ago.a series of dives were made in the lake and significant
under"ater discoveries were made (4). Work was hampered by extensive
"formations" at all levels which disintegrated at a touch to give a cloud of
very fine mud. These fo~ations clearly resulted from long standing still
water phreatic solution which had left the insoluble components of the limestone
as a tracery decorating the walls.
(Similar formations can be seen, above
water level, in other caves in the area). No calcite formations of any kind
were seen below the '"ater table.
In the circumstances it see~s likely that the nav~l diver mis t ook some of
the insoluble residue "format ions" as being stalactites . If this is the case
the recent evidence of t he extreme fragility of these residues can be used to
argue that the water level has never been significantly 10wer than it is now .
2} The Slabs, Bakers Pit Cave
In suggesting that the Crystal Corridor has vad~se feature s concealed by
"later infill" ~~ . Bailey argues that it "shows its real nature at 'The Slabs'
•
where a vadose entrenchment extends downward followinq the tilt of the !ault
Verbal descriptions of the area now kno'~ as -The Slabs" have been published
(5), together w i ~~ a cross-section and a photograph. The speleoge~esis of
this part of the cave has ~ot been documented and a brief sunmary seems
appropriate.
The outer part of the Baker ' s Pit cave s ystem is organised around a large
chamber. At one end, First Chamber, there has been almost total solution of
the limestone, accompanied by heavy silt deposition . This was followed by
partial removal of the silt by a small vadose stream which has not yet
excavated down to the bedrock. At the other end, Boulder Hall , the original
phreatic solution took place along joints and bedding planes (vide the passages
in the roof and floor of nearby Easter Chamber). Eventually these blocks
became detached and subsided, giving what is now a boulder ruck Ie of phreatic
boulders. While this was happenin~, or shortly afterwards , a large section
of the wall/roof detached itself, ending up on top of part of the boulder pile.
Other similar roof falls, apparently associated with the same boundary between
two beds of limestone (and not a fault) can be seen in the nearby Boulder Hall
Extension and in First Chamber.
The tiny stream , that has washed the silt infill from parts of First Chamber,
has washed out a passage beneath the . boulder ruckle which can be followed down
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to a phreatic chamber which can also be reached by climbing down The Slabs.
It is not until it reaches this chamber that the stream runs on bedrock
limestone. The corrosive water has cut a vadose trench , about two feet deep
and t oo narrow to enter, across the floor of the chamber. It cannot be
followed as the roof of the cha~er descends to the silt- filled bedding ?lane
out of which the original chamber developed phreat i cally. This clea r ly
vadose trench, the biggest I am aware of in the whole cave system, appears to
be the feature described as a "pro- phreatic conduit" by Bailey .
3) Judge's Chamber, Bake r' s Pit Cave
Mr . Bailey states Kthe Drain comes out in what would have been a 6 metre
pot, now the Judge's Chamber". The Drain 1s a comparatively restricted
horizontal phreatic tube linking two separate par ts of the cave . Its
restricted nature may well be because it runs through the bed of limestone
which , in general , does not support cave development - possibly because of
lower solubility. Normal solution has taken plac e in the Judge's Chamber and there is even a r ather robust example of a solut iona l formation of the
type found in the Lake at Pridhamsleigh .
(There a r e many more such f ormations
in some of the other passages nearby . ) The f loor of the Judqe ' s Chawber is
a phreatic boulder ruck Ie similar to, but smaller than , the one f ound in
Boulder Hall. The boulders show no s i gn of water havi ng fall~n on them from
aboVe , the roof of t he chamber is pr istine - so they didn ' t qet the r e as a
result of a roof fall, and the boulders are an or der of magnitude too big to
have corne down the Drain itself . There is no way i n which a vadose theory
can explain the presence of these boulders in the chamber.
4) Joint M!tnor Cave
The 'water level marks' of Joint Mitoor Cave are calcite depos i ts that
have been formed round the edge of a large pool with a static •.... ater le ve l.
Mr. Bailey neither describes the nature of these marks or gives a reason for
suggesting that "these may be interglacial invasion marks" .
I do not want to comment on Mr . Bailey ' s theory. However , the cave systems
which he chooses to illustrate his theory are almost totally lacking in vadose
features and for this reason the "periglacial vadose effect" cannot apply to
these caves.
From:

March 19th 1979

(1 )
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Dr . C. F . Reynolns,
33 Buckingham Road,
Tr ing,
Herts.
HP23 4HG
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